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Winter storm
forces classes
to be canceled
By Don Lowe
Managing editor*
A winterstorm Tuesday left the
campus with four inches of blowing
snow » hich resulted in the cancellation of some classes.
On Wednesday 8 a.m. and 9:15
a.m.'classes were canceled for the
first time since 1982.
Evening classes on both Tuesday
and Wednesday were also canceled.
University President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk explained the criteria
for the cancellation of classes in a
prepared statement. "The decision
to cancel or delay classes is essentially a judgment call that requires
input and advice from several
sources."
These sources come from sources
on and off campus.
"The sources include state and
local police, the Division of Public
Safety, the Division of Physical
Plant and. perhaps most importantly, the vice president for academic
affairs."
Funderburk also said. "No fixed
• --:« pviot «mrb aa * certain

"Either decision is made ultimately on the basis of general concern for
the safety of the students, faculty
and staff members who must travel
to the campus," said Funderburk.
He added that individuals should
also use their discretion in making
the decision to attend classes in inclement weather.
"It is not intended that the institutional decision to remain open
or open on a delayed basis should
replace the judgment of the individual in his or her specific situation," he said.
Funderburk also said when individuals must miss class, they
should
make
the
proper
arrangements.
"When students are unable to
reach tha> campus due to the
weather, faculty members are requested to make the appropriate
accomodations.
"If a faculty member who is
scheduled to teach a class is unable
to reach the campus, the faculty
member should advise the departmental office so tHat an effort can

Roads leading to and from the
"Each case of inclement weather university, have been "very slick"
must be evaluated in its own right,'."
and even "impassable" according to
he said. "Canceling evening classes
local law enforcement agents.
or delaying morning classes are very
Richmond City Police Chief
different in their nature."
The reason for this is the dif- Walker Howell said his office has
ference between types of students handled 23 traffic accidents since
Feb. 11 (up until presstime Wedneswho attend the various classes.
"A higher proportion of evening day) and that snow drifts have made
students commute .... a significant many roads impassable.
Howard said no serious accidents
majority of our full-time day
have been caused by the winter
students reside on the campus.'
Safety also plays a role in the deci- storm that has made a repeat
performace in the Bluegrass.
sion making process.

Periscope
Parts of the moon are for
sale. See story on Page 5.
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Storm watch

'

dumped four inches of snow on the university campus which resulted in the
cancellation of some early morning and evening classes.

Johnny Beasley'a freshman music ma|or from Burlington, watches Tuesday's
snowstorm from his dorm room window in Commonwealth Hall. The "storm

Despite lawsuit

Water pipeline project approved
- By DOB LOW*
Managing editor
Despite a lawsuit opposing them,
the Richmond City Commission
passed two ordinances which call for
the construction of a second
waterline to the Kentucky River and
the raising of city water bills to pay
for the construction.
At a special session on Feb. 7, the
commission passed the ordinances
by a 3-2 vote.
Opposition to the commission
action came earlier at the first

Funderburk questions study
for legislation to the 1986 General said.
By Teresa Hill
Funderburk said the committee
News editor
Assembly.
should be concerned with the preAfter attending his first Senate
Funderburk said the Legislative
Concurrent Resolution 30 commit-, Research Commission is still gather- sent situtation and getting ready for
the next bienneum.
He said he was particularly concerned about the effect of the low inhas questions about the validity of £
2Q
the study.
,
,
.... creases in teacher salaries in KenThe committee was set up by the
"All the data the council has tucky this year and next year.
Teachers received a 2 percent pay
1984 General Assembly to study all available only goes through the
aspects of the eight state univer- 1983-84 school year. That is not the increase this year and will receive 3
sities and make recommendations critical issue facing this state, he percent next year.
"While we're.getting 2 and 3 percent increases, all our neighbors are
getting 7 to 8 percent this year and
probably something close to that
next year." he said.
He said he was concerned that the
effects of this situation would not be
shown in the data now being collected by the committee.
Funderburk said states surrounding Kentucky were increasing their
total funding for education by as
much as 8 percent.
He said it will be hard to determine whether the committee is
always making valid comparisons
also.
"The university presidents are
concerned about whether the com
mittee is comparing apples to
oranges or in all cases oranges to
oranges." he said.
When_the committee was first
formed, a great emphasis was put
on the study of duplication of programs at universities, but Funderburk said he hasn't seen a great emphasis on duplication yet, but he
thinks it will eventually come up.
"That's (studying duplication) not
all bad. We need to look at some
duplication of programs when we
have a limited amount of resources
to work with," he said.
He said the greatest emphasis on
a study of duplication needs to go
on masters and doctoral level programs because these programs are
so much more expensive.
Funderburk said programs are
ranked on complexity indexes which
show how expensive they are to run
Progress photo/Rex Boggs
per student, with undergraduate
Decisions, decisions
programs beginning at one, masters

Lucy Ritchie, an undeclared freshman from Bardstown. selects Valentine's going from two to seven and docDay cards from the University Bookstore earlier this week.
toral programs from 10 to even 20

reading of the ordinances.
Commissioner Earl Baker, a
candidate for mayor of Richmond,
argued that the construction of the
pipeline was "not wanted by the
people of Richmond" and "would be
a great health risk" for the
community.
Baker said he has polled citizens
and found they are opposed to the
construction of the pipeline and that
they do not want their water bills
raised in order to pay for it.
"I've talked to them and they are
against it.
"Another factor is the presence of
THMs (trihalonethanes) in the river
that would'not be safe for our
everyday water usage."
In an effort to halt the passage of
the ordinances. Baker suggested the
council put the issue on the ballot
in the upcoming election.
"I've
asked
them
(the
commissionltwice
for
a
referendum." said Baker. "If they
would agree that would change
everything."
The proposed pipeline will cost
S8.9 million to complete and
according to David Graham,
superintendent of Richmond
Utilities, work should begin around

April 1.

In order to finance the project, the
commission voted to authorize a

$6.45 million bond issue as well as
a water rate increase.
Currently, Richmond Utilities
serves about 5,000 customers in
Richmond and three water districts
with about 3,000 customers.
Graham said the average
residential bill would go up 36.8
percent, or $2.85 a month, from
$7.75 to $10.60.
Other money for the project
would come from two federal grants
and other sources.
As for Baker's claims of the
presence and dangers involved with
THMs. Arthur R. Schulert, the
president of Environmental Science
and Engineering Corp. of Mount
Juliet. Tenn.. said that THMs in
large quantities might cause cancer
in animal laboratory tests but that
there was no evidence that the
proportionally small doses in the
Kentucky River caused cancer.
Schulert appeared in behalf of the
utility board.
Graham supported the utility
board and the commission's stand
by saying, "The only alternative to
these plans is to do nothing.
"They are critically important to
the growth of the community," he
said. "Water is the most essential
utility we provide and these plans
have the least impact of the
alternatives we considered."

Graham said the plans are the
result of a five-year study of the
situation.
Baker's lawsuit is currently
working its way through Madison
County Circuit Court.
On Tuesday, a hearing was held
and the city of Richmond expressed
its opposition to the injunction.
Baker's lawyer now has until next
Thursday to respond to the hearing.
Baker said the suit will "more
than likely be put on the court
docket in the near future."
Circuit Court Judge Bill Jennings
and Richmond attorney Alyson
Milby, who is representing the city,
would not comment on the suit.
Baker said if he loses the original
trial, he will appeal.
"I know how they feel (Richmond
citizens) and they don't want this,"
he said. "I feel obligated to defend
their interests."
Richmond Mayor Bill Strong said
the situation was "out of his hands
and the commission's hands.'1
"W.»can't do much more until the
judge rules," said Strong. "I
imagine he will speed it up because
of the importance.
"I don't see how you could stop
a project that will aid the growth of
the city," he added.

Shew begins job with CHE
vide a proper balance of program
By Don Lowe
quality, efficiency, effectiveness and
Managing editor
The university's representative to access.
*• Budgetary considerations - to
the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education (CHE). Kitty Shew, of- insure appropriate funding for the
ficially took her position on Jan. 11. system and to maintain accounShew. 53. was sworn in along with tability for the expenditure of the
Wendell Thomas. Louisville, at an funds.
.'System governance -- to effect
exectuive council meeting on
a unitary system of governance for
Monday.
Shew said she was "very impress- Kentucky higher education.
^University research - to ined" with the organization and its
crease research within the system
goals.
"We will meet once a month to ad- and to focus those research
dress current questions, concerns, activities.
•^Careers - to insure that there is
problems, funding and other matters-Affecting higher education," she an appropriate mix of programs
within the system to be responsive
sain.
The 17-member council has to the needs of the citizenry for
several functions including budget career preparation and t he needs of
approval of all the state universities. the commonwealth for economic
"At the end of June, we (CHE) development.
•'Value-added - to measure the
will meet to discuss the budget proposed by each of the universities." values, added to students through
she said. "We will have to approve higher education participation.
.* Higher education advocacy - to
them and then recommend them to
state legislators for their approval." form an advocacy group for higher
Shew said CHE met last October education composed of informed,
to come up with the most pressing concerned and influential citizens.
Shew said CHE will meet monthly
concerns facing higher education.
At that time. CHE set these for the rest of the year in order to
discuss these goals and try to take
goals:
^ Educational attainment -- to ef- some action toward achieving them.
"We will be discussing one or two
fect a more educated Kentucky
of the areas at one meeting, setting
citizenry.
^Academic programs ■- to pro- objectives and then turning over the

\

ideas to the staff." she said. "At the
following meeting, we will hear the
staff's work on the suggestions and
then try to take some action."
Shew said the staff is a very important part of CHE.
"We have a fine staff that gets the
information together and presents
it to us both verbally and then in
writing."
She said she is also concerned
with her work with CHF.
"I am, as all the council memlx-rs
are. concerned with higher education because it is the future of our
young people and for Kentucky
One other item CHE is currently
looking into is the drop-out rate of
Kentucky college students.
"We look over recent reports of
how many of the students who
graduate high school and enter
college never graduate from college," she said. "We are very con
cerned with this area and we will
look into what can be done."
Shew is a 1981 graduate of the
university and a retired banker.
She replaced Elizabeth Park
Griffin and she will serve as a
council member until her term
expires on April 15. 1988.
Council members are appointed
by the governor.
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Students wish
financial aid
• It ught luxury
University students are otten
seen driving around campus in
new sports cars. They lounge
around and listen to high-tech
stereos while planning threeweek trips to the lush and
inviting Florida beaches.
The reason they can afford
this luxury is because they are
recipients of financial aid.
Or so says William J. Bennett,
the new secretary of education.
Bennett acknowledged that
eliminating loans and grants for
more than 1 million college
students would force some
families who were alrendv

for the 1986-87 school year had
been "way out of line."
Reagan asked Congress lest
week to deny guaranteed student loans to all students from
families with adjusted gross incomes of more than $32,000; to
eliminate grants, work/study
jobs and other aid for those with
incomes of more than $25,000;
and to limit to $4,000 a year the
maximum federal help any student could draw.
Students are afraid they
won't be able to eome back to
school next semester because
they won't be able to afford it

••■tiuvtrv iflM lilglli:
oi euucauon. who is there to
students would simply have to work with educational programs
/orego luxuries," said a" Lex- and standards, that isn't so at
ington Herald-Leader article all.
Tuesday.
All our families have to do is
Many university students give up luxury.
could forego luxuries.
Mom and Dad don't need that
There is absolutely no need for house to live in anyway. Sell it.
lugger one for your true love.
Here it is again. That notorious
presents like a box of M & Ms.
a student to eat three meals a That will give students more holiday that makes fools of us all.
Yes. Valentine's Day was a day
Writing his or her name with a
day. Two is more than adequate. money for college.
Reflections
for love of everyone then and not message in the snow in front of the
Valentine's Day is the day when
It helps to eliminate obesity,
just
your
main
squeeze.
More money for that frivolous we are supposed to express our love
dorm is another way -• a more
which makes for a healthier and wasted four years so many for the ones we care about by giving
I'm afraid that the day is also meaningful way. to express your
student.
them something special.
being misused to get someone's love.
young people crave.
attention.
I have naifomplaints with the
Students also don't need
Valentine's Day cards, flowers
Bennett said poor manag*- i
COlpRflrcialjation of the holiday
Afterall. it isn't as obvious to send and candy ace great if they come
r
those extra
books
and
papers
ment
and,
ill-conceived
eiir\
■ii ii L—
15
■
—
—u | uriuiiuiiniu cur- \ Hfcjact. iJjfe the zillions of cards
someone
flowers
in
order
to
try
and
from the heart with no ulterior
and pencils. If they would write riculums made it "reasonableto
buy their affections on this special motives and not because everyone
jyfliW W choose from and toe
smaller and not make rrtfstHketf*asir-wheTnTr somanv yo"ung
day.
endless assortments of posters,
else is going to give their true love
there would be no need to buy people should go to college.
That box of candy, the card or the something.
decorations and other paraphenalia.
more over the course of a
Don Lowe
dozen roses sure do make you look
If our secretary of education
No, I have no problems with
You should remember the love of'
semester.
good even if you're not sincere.
advocates not getting an educa- Valentine's Day either.
your life (or at least this week's love)
Students also don't need the tion then something must be
The thing I do have a problem
Even if you have ulterior motives, today with some special gift.
I think we all had this year-round
second-hand cars they are driv- done to get students out of with is the fact that some people love sharing wfaen we were younger you still come off looking like a true
However, don't forget to show
ing. Despite the fact the cars school and into the real world. only show their love on this day.
but we lost it somewhere along the romantic.
them your love tomorrow, the next
The true romantic, however, will day and the day after.
often don't start in the cold,
I cant understand why we can't way.
Thank-you for presenting
be loving and caring all year round.
don't have heaters and are full
Consider the fact that when you send the flowers on March 11 in the
It doesn't have to be as big or as
such insight and understanding
Now that would make for a were in grade school you bought middle of the afternoon just expensive as a Valentine's Day gift,
of dents and dings' they also are
of your field, Mr. Bennett.
celebration.
cards for all your friends and a because.
but don't think it won't be as
not necessary to get the student
The true romantic doesn't need a important.
200 miles from home to the
national holiday to be romantic.
Also, don t forget the other people
university.
This is why I feel many people are in your life like mom. dad, sister or
It really isn't necessary to
geting used by the people who make brother or just a good friend.
come to the university anyway,
money from the sale of the gift
The meaning of today's holiday
because, according to Bennett,
items.
should remind us all that life's
a bachelor's degree isn't worth
Everyone else is doing it and simple pleasures come from sharing
much anymore.
In times of financial need, programs and they are finding
However, there are benefits aferall. it is Valentine's Day. so I your life (all your love, all the time)
guess I had better get Mary Lou
College's just aren't living up students are often found looking easier to save a few dollars.
for a school such as the univer- something is hardly a true with those who mean the most to
to their promises and students for the most inexpensive way to
you.
With a book exchange pro- sity which has two nearby
sentiment.
Without these people and the love
aren't learning a thing.
get through school.
gram students would fill out a bookstores which will buy
It's forced by society.
they bring, life would be worthless.
Many of the university
books. Bargains.
Love
is
something
that
can
be
So don't forget the ones you love
graduates should agree, unStudent Senate is researching registration card with the list of
Finally a good and fair deal expressed everyday with simple on Valentine's Day and every other
doubtedly they would nave been the possibility of beginning a the books they wish to sell.
things like notes in the mailbox that day of for the rest of the year.
These would be compiled into a comes out of book exchange.
making better livings had they book exchange program on cam
say nothing but " I love you " or tinv
never attended college.
pus which would allow students list and distributed across
Perhaps they could follow to sell books at prices above the campus.
Bennett's suggestion and book-buv back value but below
Many students already exgraduate from high school, ask the cost of buying the book new change books informally, but
their parents for a $50,000 loan or used in the bookstore.
such a program would allow a
to begin a business, instead of
wider range of exchange. It
Due to a reporting error, a story presidents of that organization.
tuition to Harvard.
What a great idea.
would allow students to find the
Poll was incomplete. It should have
in last week's issue on the EKU
A fresh-faced 17-year-old high
books
they
needed
easier.
said. "What is the name of the
Women should have named Helen
The University of Kentucky,
school graduate should have no
Due to an editing error in last school song?"
trouble entering the business The University of Louisville and
Bookstore offers 50 percent or Fardo and Donna Mead as co- week's issue the question for People
Western Kentucky University less for the books students want
world as an entreprenuer.
Also in last week's issue, due to
to sell back.
Bennett also said reaction to already have such programs.
a reporting error, a story about
Reagan's proposed budget cuts
Lauren Harrison, art coordinator for
Students are favorable to the
So if students just wanted to
the Department of Radio and
sell books they are in better
Television, should have said she has
shape than had they sold them
Last week Herb Vescio. director copy of salaries for university perreceived four Addy awards inof financial aid said the university sonnel in the reserve room of the
back to a bookstore.
cluding one in 1984 for set design
would lose "a lot of money" if Con- library.
for the Jerry Claiborne Show.
Students who purchase books gress approved restrictions on NaTo report a new* or story idea: To advertise:
from students can also get good tional Direct Student Loans Vescio
David Cummins
622-1872
bargains. The only drawback is told the Progress this week the
News
Leanne Fields
6221872
the books are always used.
university would lose $125,000.
Teresa Hill
622-1882
For
schools
such
as
U
of
L.
the
In the Faculty Senate story
Features
Subscriptions are available by
bookstore does not buy back the covered in the Feb. 7. 1985 Progress
Alan White
622-1882 mail. Cost is 50 cents per issue
Th* Eastern Progress' encourages no longer than 250 words (about one
books students use during the tne tesue was raised that a list of
Organizations
or $15 per year payable in
its readers to write a letter to the and one half typed pages.)
semester,
so
the
benefits
of
a
faculty
salaries
should
be
made
Diana Pruitt
622-1882 advance.
editor on any topic.
book exchange program are available for review in the library,
The Progress also provides
Arts Knter tain men I
As of Feb
Letters submitted for publication readers with the opportunity to
obvious.
7.
1985
there
is
now
a
Hob llerron
622-1882 The Eastern Progress is a
should be addressed to the express more detailed opinions in a
Sports
member of the Associated
newspaper and must contain the column called "Your turn."
address and telephone number of
Jay Carey
622-1882 Collegiate 1'ress and the
These columns should be in the
the author.
Pictures
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
form of an editorial that does or
I .i't i ers must contain the author's does not conform with the views of
Hex Hoggs
622-1882 Association.
original signature. Carbons, this newspaper. Those interested is
u would
to strai ht to
photocopies and letters with writing a "Your turn" column
The Progress is published every Thursday during the regular school year
illegible signatures will not be should contact the newspaper
,, now
my room and rest and study awhile
"" with the exception of vacation and examination periods.
accepted.
'■
writing to tell you what but fate has got the best of me.
before submitting an article.
The Eastern Progress routinely
Opinions expressed f>*r«in are those of student editors or other signed
it is lute to be stuck in an elevator. .The wav I hear it. the elevators in
Letters should be mailed or
condenses letters before publication, brought to The Eastern Progress,
writers and do not necpssurilv represent the views of the university.
Why should I know?
this building are very old and they
however spelling, grammar and 117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
rou see, I am one of the less need new ones. I guess no one cares
Any false or mMroding advertising should lie reported In the (ivncrul
punctuation will not be corrected. Kentucky University. 40475. It is
fortunate in this world because I am about the students getting stuck in
MunuKif \dviw-r Marilyn Hailey, I IT IkmmarfAnnex. Kastrrn Kentucky
The Eastern Progress uses its located behind Model school.
in an elevator, sitting on the floor, one. so the university will not get
t im I'IMU or li'JiMNso
own judgment to determine if a
writing this letter.
news ones.
The deadline for submitting a
letter is libelous or in poor taste and letter for a specific issue, is the
I am supposed to be rescued In the Thanks for listening. And. oh hey.
KiiMern Kentucky University i- an eutud nppnrtunily. ;iffirmiiive action
reserves the right to reject any Tuesday, at noon, preceding the
next hour. I was coming up to my One last request. Professors, please
emplmer \m ,o„,|>l;,in(N ..rising l,v reason of all.-g«sl disvriniininulion
letter.
room in Commonwealth after accept my homework one day late
date of the Thursday publication.
«hraiM IN-directed in writing hi l)r U.lKvia Kdwards. Affirmilive Action
Letters should be typed and
previously driving two hours from
Marc Taylor
Office. Million Ifuuae. !•; isirrn Kentucky linivernitv or HX2-I2.V*
Letters will be used in accordance
double-spaced. They should also be with available space.
my hometown. Middlesboro.
Commonwealth Hal!
»*■

Love needs more than one day
■*■:■■*■.'

Exchange works fairly

Corrections

Clarifications

Pio&em

Guidelines for letters to the editor

Stuck in the elevator

*

** ""* F

«
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A voiding flooding problems

Getting away
Staff needs education in pipes unclutters mind
By Scott Mandl

Scott Mandl is a senior majoring
At 6 p.m. on Jan. 16. water began in journalism and a Progress staff
pouring from a burst pipe in a writer.
heater located in the lobby of
Dupree Hall. Sometime after 11 security arrived to assess the
p.m., an estimated 1.500 gallons
later, the water was finally turned situation. After locating and
opening an access hatch in the
off.
bathroom, the officer spotted a
In the four hours it took physical valve which would apparently turn
plant to decide which valve to turn off the water to the urinal.
off. a team of staff members from
The RA volunteered to crawl in
Dupree. Todd and Commonwealth, and turn off the valve, but the ofnumbering 12 to 18. battled the ficer advised him not to because "it
flood with brooms and wet-vacs to might damage the building."
try to contain the water rushing
Finally after 45 minutes, a
onto the carpets and through the physical plant employee finally
lobby.
arrived and turned off the water.
It was the second time in three Enough water escaped to flood the
days that a pipe had failed, causing directors' office, two floors below, an
extensive flooding to Dupree's inch deep.
Commonwealth staff members,
lobby.
Last fall, shortly after midnight, along with the affected students,
were awake until 5 a.m. cleaning up
a valve blew in a high pressure the mess.
urinal on the fourth floor of
In short, bad situations were
Commomwealth Hall. Two RA's
alerted to the problem by a call from made worse by a lack of advanced
planning.
a resident, struggled in vain to
The results of vast amounts of
reinsert a plug and stop the torrent.
water leaking in a residence hall are
Within 15 minutes an officer from
not pleasant.

Water-soaked tiles tali wnairi tne bursting in Dupree could possibly
water leaks down to the next floor; have been predicted (Webster said
other tiles along with carpets, walls the heat had been out in the lobby
and furniture can become water- Dupree since the preceding h nday
stained; and students property can and the lobby temperature
be damaged.
estimated at between 10 and 2Q_
Standing ankle-deep in a flooded degrees, had caused the pipe to
residence hall, brooming water out freeze and then burst), the
the door at 2 a.m. does not create university will not usually know in
positive attitudes in staff or advance where pipes will burst and
joints will fail.
students.
They can, however, take action to
minimize the damage rendered once
a flood situation arises.

Paul
Webster.administrator counselor of Dupree
Hall said that five of his RAs
caught the flu and one came down
with a minor case of pneumonia as
a result of working in the second
Dupree floor for over three hours. A
request for custodial assistance was
refused by the physical plant
manager on duty at the time of the
flood, according to Webster.

It seems only prudent to
indentify. in
advance,
the
appropriate cut-off valves in each of
the residents halls. A map
indicating valve locations and. if
necessary, a wrench should be
placed in a uniform spot in the office
of each residence hall.
Finally, hall staffs, security
officers and physical plant
personnel should be advised of the
proper procedures for each to follow
when a flood situation arises.

Also possible is the danger of
injury due to accidentally slipptn g
on water-slicked floors. In a worstcase scenario, the flooding water
could reach an extension cord
connection and electricute students
standing in the water nearby.

Physical plant personnel in
particular should be educated as to
the location and proper operation of
the valves which turn off the water.

While the incidents of pipe-

Organ donation can save lives
Carrie A. May is a senior majoring do. they don't take the time »<»
By Carrie A. May
consider becoming a donor.
Imagine waiting up to two years in journalism and a Progress sta
for a present you really wanted. writer.
Some people would not like to be
•Vithout this gift, you may die.
donors because of religious or
There is only one catch to getting transplants spend countless hours personal reasons, and that is all
this present. In all likelihood, this on dialysis machines and countless right.
present has to come from someone hours waiting.
Maybe there sho> '. be a law
you don't know.
The problem is that Mot enough (•vine* »k-»
«■■»—■ »»— m
*-

In this solution, a sign would be
posted for drivers to see when they
renew their license. The sign would,
call attention to the organ donor
form On the back of the license.

aoa i want n. Da,... that caee, uma>a>
who are against being a donor would
be certain to sign the back of their
license.
Another solution to make people
more aware of this problem would
be a lot easier.

Becoming a Qonor. 11 you ueciue u>
become one. don't hesitate to sign
the back of your license.
Also, tell a close family member
of your decision.

and probably doesn't want to give
. it up in the first place.
Everyday across the country this
growing frustration is felt by people
waiting for organ transplants.
People waiting for kidney

On the back of Kentucky driver's
licenses, there is a form that the
holder of the license can sign to
become an organ donor.
Most people simply never look at
the back of their license or if they

In the meantime, drivers should
be aware of those waiting for

Someone is waiting for your help.

signs on the way home look
pleasantly different.
The ideas and opinions of
friends you haven't seen in a
while, or those of new people, are
interesting and welcomed.

Front desk

It all sounds crazy, but it
works.
And it gives a whole weekend's
worth of new things to talk about.
It can also work in reverse for
some. They may just realize how
much they like being at school.
Those trees and road signs may
seem boring and awful, then
school will suddenly look pretty
good.
Which ever, you come back a
better-feeling person.
Going home allows you to get
away from fast food, noisy nextdoor neighbors, broken elevators,
teachers and homework for a
couple of nice days.
That has got to sound a little
bit inviting.
We'll have to take a look at
some suitcasers; they may just be
a little more well-adjusted than
those of us who have found
ourselves in a rut.
Consider getting away as a field
trip.
A search to discover you arc
more than just a student tied to I
books and study and grill food. I

Talk to someone new.
Guess'what? You aren't really
crazy after all.
See. You can get by. Just take
a break once in a while. It's okay.

Valentine Special

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

Give Her
APizza
Tfour Heart.

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN ML

O

The unjversity is often critized
>r looked down upon because it is
a "suitcase" college.
Many students pack up and
head for home each weekend.
They may not have such a bad
idea.
This isn't advocating taking
leave from the university every
weekend or holiday. But at least
once in a while.
It helps to preserve sanity.
It is so easy to get into a routine
of studying, work and social
pastimes.
Walking the same way
everyday.
Speaking to the same people
everyday.
Eating at the same places
everyday.
Doing the same things day*
after day.
These same old habits can
cause a creative mind to shut
down.
It can cause stagnation and
boredom. However active a life is.
It causes real problems. Anxiety. Irritablity.
Insanity.
All these horrible problems can
be wiped away with one simple
trip away from school for a couple days.
It isn't necessary to go home.
Go to a nearby city - Lexington
or Cincinnati. Just walk or shop.
Or go home with a friend
You return feeling refreshed
and creative all over again.
As soon as you turn you back
on campus and start walking or
driving and you know you aren't

o

50% OFF

On All Winter Clearance Fashions.
The Best Buys Of The Year - SAVE,
And To Start Out The Spring In Fashion
Use These Special Coupons For Some Extra Good Deals.
COUPON VALID
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Only

COUPON VALID
2 p.m.-6 p.m. Only

■

COUPON VALID
6 p.m.-9 p.m. Only

I

If you want to give her your best, give her the best pizza in town.
She can have our sampler (it's a little of everything) or she can
make her own favorite (we have 4,089 possible combinations).
But best of all, she can have it with you.

$5.00 Off j $5.00 Off i $5.00 Off
Any Swimauit In Stock
Regular And/Or Sale Priced
Limit 1 - Expires 3-3-85

• Studio 27

Any [/.(ID Short Sleeve Shirt
Mens Or Women.
Regular And Or Sale Priced
Limit 1 - Expire. 3-3-85

• Studio 27

Any Pan- Jfcaaa la Stock
Man. Or Women.
Regular And/Or S.le Prioad
Limit 1 - Expire. 3*85

Honest »OBft Delivered

rift

it Studio 27

Umn«d 0*ll».ry ATM

EASTERN BY-PASS, RICHMOND
The best pizu In town, rtjfr^'-

624-2884

Coupons Good For Specified Times Only.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer Per Time Period.

Free £^j

"Home Of Classmate Of The Month"

■•(•(«•» a ">ed.„m
•ii* •'•p.. Cola
■*iih IK» purchase
of any su*
M> COMi | pmo
•ihan you p'Ota-M

■-:
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NOTI lua l>*alla<
la natal i
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455 EASTERN
• BY-PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE

*

O

Mon Sai

10 a.m. tola..
Sun i(om
Phone
624-2727

"The College Shop"

On* coupon

l.pi.ai «p-i K
Na* TaW WMl Ma." rina
Ipalrn A*.,I x l*M

•

RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

">>» COwpon

3 U.mi or Mor.
•»■ Bt) CAHV-OWf OB MlivItT
lanma Oaan>» *■••
CaiamawvAaarMiriiinf <Mtf>i*w.>i ivtan
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HOURS
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Deep Pan Pizza

:?

£>

EASTERN IT-PASS. RICHMOND
•M-MM

i:-..;"*1

(_•' *i»il

rat Apr,I » .•#*
Ci-pr
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f ASTERN IT PASS. RICHMOND
.14 ISM
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limited Delivery Area

I

The beat pUu In town. Tr*"*^'
I

wiw» *■« IV Mkftf I«I t MftlMtfM >>uA am
urtrr J,u ,>MAI ffjrr or rwupKA

EASTERN BY-PASS. RICHMOND
424 .884

DINE IN OR CARRY -OUT ONLY
The bctt puu In lown. Wm*v~:
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drug stores

You should be under
SupeRx Pharmacy care
OUR PHARMACISTS RECOMMEND

FOUR WAYS TO AVOID
CATCHING A COLD
1. Be defensive. A sensible diet,
3. Don't smoke. Smoking irritates
exercise and plenty of sleep help
sensitive membranes in the nost
build natural resistance.
and throat.
2. Avoid exposures. Keep away
from crowds... and persons...
who may have colds.

4. Maintain a relative
humidity of 20% to
45% in your home.

First days on the job

Cook (top left) asks for suggestions
on topics for students poems. Students
(top right) hand in papers to be graded.
Shaun Brewer (center) seems to be
having a hard day in second grade.

From student
to teacher...
Picture the perfect elementary
school teachers.
They would have more
enthusiasm than Richard
Simmons, more energy than
Mary Lou Retton in the middle
of her floor exercise and a whole
lot of patience.
After
four years
of
nn»"'i-"<'"»

in

in

an

Cook's mother also worked in
a school but as a secretary
instead of a teacher.
She said it was "wild" to hear
the children call her Miss Cook,
but she liked it.
"It's nice to get used to
because you work really hard for

Grtl^

citimiiiui;

jcuum

teacher: patience, energy,
enthusiasm and more.
Cook and 204 other university
students have begun 12 weeks
of student teaching to complete
their graduation requirements.
Cook began teaching two
weeks ago in Sybil Martin's
second
grade class ^^"
at
Model ^
Laboratory W
School.
She said
she hopes to
teach at the
second grade
level after
she
graduates.
"They're
so attentive
at that age.
They're still
so full of
respect and
so willing to
learn.
"Everything is exciting and
they haven't started to hate
school yet," she said.
Even after the years of
preparation, Cook said she was
still very nervous her first day
of teaching.
"I just didn't want to do
anything wrong. But they're
really good about making you
feel comfortable and asking
questions," she said.
She said a combination of
things made her want to be an
elementary school teacher.
"I've always loved every one
of my teachers since I started
school." she explained.

teach that said Good luck. Miss
Cook,'"
she
said.

For now. Cook is teaching a
unit on poetry. She also is in
charge of a reading group and
does some science lessons.
She has discovered all her
students have very different and
distinct personalities.
She found
out one of
her students
has ambi
tions of runn
ing for presi
aent after
she asked
the class if
they could
get anything
they wished
for, what
would it be.
One child
said he
wanted the
voting age to
be lowered so
he could vote
for himself
for
president.
Cook is finding out teachers
put in very long days. Hers
begins at 7:30 a.m. when she
arrives at school early to look
over her lesson plans for the
dav.
Her students have arrived by
8 a.m and heirin with a language
arts block and sometimes they
have music at 9:30 a.m.
Then, at 10:30 a.m.. it's recess,
followed by math, P.E. and
math. After lunch, they have
science, social studies and art.
She said she usually stays
after school for a while grading
papers or talking over her plans
with her supervising teacher.

Photos by
Rob Carr
Story by
Teresa Hill
Selena
Cook
(above) explains a
poetry lesson to a
slightly confused
student.
Miriam Ewers (at
right) just can't think
of the right word to
complete her poem.

VALUABLE PHOTO COUPON

FREE

PHOTO ALBUMETTE
Enclose this coupon with your 110. 126, 135 or
disc film for rocessing, Single or Double Prints.
and receive a FREE Pocket-Size Photo
Albumette. <4" x 5-1 /2".» Holds2 prints.
Limit one roll or dac per coupon Limit one
coupon per order Compatible C41 proceie film only
Enclose coupon with ordei Good thru Feb. 19.1986
■ «INCMIC« AH

f —oti l Ml ID.
Oil 01 in MvOTMd Horn
OWM)

M**»n ■■■^Qli

* lo purchM* «*• •ovortaod
one* SoMonal ■
•"^••ccyplj^po^tyiti

Downtown Richmond
East Main Street

623-7481
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Campus living

Librarian sees
to the display
of exhibits

Forums
fire up
debates

By T. Elain* Baker
Staff writer

By Robert Faulkner
Staff writer
It ia rare for an academic organisation to pack
in the crowds for its programs, but one club at
the university has been literally having to turn
people away.
Crowds at the Philosophy Club's last
program flooded the auditorium and spilled out
into the hall, and standing room wasn't even
available.
The scene was the first of two very successful
debates sponsored by the club,
The first debate. "Does the Devil Exist?" was
held at the beginning of the fall semester 1984
and attracted about 500 people.
"It's become a campus event," said Dr.
Robert Miller, professor of philosophy and
department chairman.
The original purpose of the debates was for
philosophy students "to see the nature of
. philosophical debate and how one can make
one's own thinking clearer if you've got a battle
with ideas." Miller said.
"You sharpen your mind and think clearer if
you submit your ideas to attack," he said.
He said the debates were designed to
accomplish two things, to create a combative
atmosphere in debate and to enable students
to separate real arguments from phony
arguments or personal attacks, which are irrcvelent to the topic, he explained.
The topics for the debates are decided upon
by the philosophy department faculty.
Certain considerations are interwoven in the

Anyone who has been in the
library has more than likely noticed
the exhibit cases at one time or
another, but probably don't realize
the work and rJ«""<"g behind those
exhibits.
Callie B. Dean has been in charge
of the scheduling and arrangement
of the exhibits for the past four
years, ever since the exhibit'
program has been at the
university's John Grant Crabbe
library.
"1 like to look at the exhibits as
a way of giving students the
opportunity to see or learn about
things they normally wouldn't know
about," said Dean, a resident of
Richmond.
Dean has been at the university
since 1976 and until four years ago
she was in charge of information at
the circulation desk at the library.
"Having the exhibits was my
idea," said Dean, "and so far they
have all been popular. The students
and faculty look forward to seeing
them."
Dean said she encourges anyone
at the university to display
anything they feel would be of
interest to others.
... ■
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Messerich. assistant professor of philosophy at
the university.
The subjects are about topics people are
interested in. said Miller.
The topic of the second debate was " I s There
Life After Death?"
Once the topic has been chosen the debaters
decide what three positions are to be taken, and
each agrees to take one position.
They then agree not to further discuss the
topic until the debate.
"We guard our manuscripts," Miller said.
All the debates have a similar format.
Miller said each debater is allowed 10 minutes
to state his position, usually from a prepared
manuscript.
Then, each debater has a seven-minute
rebuttal which is followed by another fourminute rebuttal. Then the discussion is turned
over to the audience.
In tradition with Oxford-style debates
students are encouraged to make sounds of
approval or disapproval by applauding for
approval and booing and hissing for
disapproval.
"We want to get fired up," Miller said. "At
both debates they've really gotten into it."
"There's a kind of rowdy atmosphere that's
needed, which is very much in tradition of great
thinking." Miller said.
"You'can think best when you get excited
and the more energetic you get the clearer the
mind thinks." he said.
He said in their debates people generate
excitement about discussions of philosophical
or religious ideas.
"The students see intellectual activity to be
fun and exciting and we make it fun and
exciting. That's a compliment to our students
and faculty," Messerich said.
The debate's popular acceptance may
possibly be attributed to several factors,
although there is one interesting possibility.
'•There's a real hunger among students and
faculty on campus to have a rollicking good
time. Here's something that's not dull and yet
it's still an exchang of ideas - that combination
is the attractive thing about it," Miller said.
In the future the Philosophy Club plans to
hold on debate at the beginning of each
semester.
"People get excited about basketball, rockn-roll - any number things on a university
campus, why not get excited about academic
events? That's what a real university's all
arx<ut," Miller said,

Moon 'owners' sell
By Jeffrey A. Williamson
Staff writer
Classified ads. They offer newspaper readers
a chance to buy a needed item and purchase
that item sometimes at a bargain price.
If anyone was in need of a piece of the moon
two weeks ago they would have discovered an
ad for it in The Eastern Progress.
luo university students, James D. Havey.
a sophomore philosophy major from
Independence and Ron B. Lieberman. a senion
finance major from Louisville, conceived the1
idea to sell off tracts of the moon one night a
i couple of weeks ago.
■ "We think of it as creative imperialism.'' said
Lieberman.
"We had a few extra bucks and no charities
would accept it, they said something about
serial numbers, and we knew that The Progress
would print anything, so we decided to print the
ad." said Have v.
"It only took me five minutes in an altered
state of mind to write the advertisement," he
added.
Although Lieberman credits Havey with the
whole idea, they both contrived many ways in
which to sell the property on the moon.
Havey said he was nearly asleep when the
bizarre idea drifted to the front of his cranium
from the dark cobwebs of his cerebrum.
They received about 25 calls all together and
a few of them were reel psychos, said Havey.
"Some of the callers caused me to close the
shades, bolt the door and break out the rosary^
"Most of the calls were just to see what kind
of guys had the audacity to lay such a claim
on the moon." said Havey.
Exactly what information did the inquisitive

callers get when they dialed Havey's and
Lieberman's number?
Well, they heard that the price of the land
was $10,000 an acre, except for the strip that
runs along the dark side of the moon which is .
reserved for resort areas and casinos, saia
Havey.
"This land is being reserved because it's the
only part of the moon with efficient lighting and
sufficient darkness for privacy," said Havey.
Havey said the company will provide a i
moonscaping service for those that want it. I
However, they will keep the craters where
they are because they are an intergral part of
the moon's surface.
Havey and Lieberman have worked out the
problem of transporting passengers to see their
beautiful moon plot being developed.
They had thought about just letting the
buyers contact NASA for a ride on the shuttle.
But they figured they could make more
money if they offered a free ride to the moon.
How can you make money if they offered a
free ride to the moon?
You simply charge them an arm and a leg tor
a ride back to Earth and even more for oxygen,
said the two entrepreneurs.
The ad claiming the moon created at least one
negative response.
In the following issue of The Eastern rogress,
an anonymous ad suggested that Lieberman
and Havey give up their claim to the moon and
"go where no man ha gone before."
"We're really sorry about your denying out
sale of the moon. It's too late, we've already
leased huge tracts of land to the Klingons." sate
Havey and Lieberman referring to the "bad'
guys of the old Star Trek television series.
"After all, profit is profit," they said.

"We're all deviant from someone
else's point of view," he explained
"The average person would be
surprised how many deviant things
go on in American society."
This interest in deviance has led
Curra to write a manuscript on the
topic.
Several copies of the manuscript
are kept on reserve in the library for
use by Curra's students, but as of
yet the work is unpublished.
"A couple of publishers are
looking at it (the manuscript) right
now," said Curra.
"Writing the manuscript was an
experience," he said.
"Any financial gain from it would
be an extra."
Curra said he tries to give
students a different way of looking
at society.
"I argue positions that <<ren t
usually argued."
"I don't just spit out personal
opinions," he said. "I have data to
back it up."
"We get an exaggerated image of
criminals and deviants partly
because of the media and partly

because of the public image of
deviants," he said.
"Actually there is a great amount
of overlap between criminals and
noncriminals, with the exception of
criminals like mass murderers."
Cumraaid he believes university
administrators welcome different
approaches to topics such as
deviance.
"EKU administrators seem
receptive to instructors who stress
dissent," he said.
Curra said that, like everyone else,
he is a deviant at times. He added
that he sees himself as both a
follower and a leader, depending on
the particular situation.
"I'm a follower in society, but in
the classroom I am able to affect
opinion (like a leader)."
During his free time, Curra lifts
weights, plays pool and reads. He
also performs card tricks for
relaxation.
Curra said he hopes to remain at
the university for a long while.
He said enjoys living in Richmond
with his wife Carolyn and their two
daughters. Christy and Jenny.
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submitted from the Historical
Society of Irvine and the next
exhibit I have scheduled is coming
from the archives of the University
of Louisville." said Dean.
She said this particular exhibit
will be in the library until February
28 and then will be moved to the
Perkins Building until March 20.
Other upcoming exhibits will be
submitted by the Explorers Club,
the Mortar Board and the
Occupational Therapy Association.
"Each exhibit is usually displayed
for a month because I like to give
them the greatest exposure I can,"
said Dean.
The current exhibit is in the New
Books room and was submitted by
an industrial arts student, John
Kwiezenski.
"He designed and built a personal
computer center. It now has a
patent pending and he hopes to
have it built and marketed
commercially," said Dean.
Some popular exhibits of the past,
according to Dean, were one
submitted by a professor which
consisted of model airplanes he had
built and another which was
organized by a student and
displayed the Battle of Richmond.
"Probably the most unique
exhibit I've had would be the one I
did with the library faculty and
staff." said Dean.
"It showed librarians could do
other things besides sit behind
desks. We had all of the crafts
people did like quilts, crossstitching, homemade dolls and even
a rock collection."
Dean said she enjoys her job
because she learns a lot about
different interests people have.
"I like to took at the exhibits as
an enrichment program. It shows
you things you wouldn't ordinarily
get to see or learn about. I really
have fun doing it."
r
Dean is also the chairperson for
the cultural festival exhibits. These
exhibits show the lifestyles and
customs of the different countries
represented at the cultural festivals.

Prof talks on deviance
By Terri Martin
Staff writer
After traveling to such places
such as California and Hawaii as a
Navy brat for many years. Dr. John
Curra decided to settle down in the
Bluegrass.
"I've always had a soft spot in my
heart for Kentucky," said Curra, an
associate professor in the
sociology/social work department.
"I was born in Sandusky. Ohio,
and we often visited Kentucky when
I was young,"he said.
Because of his fondness for
Kentucky. Curra chose to come to
the university in 1976 after
attending college at San Diego
State University and Purdue
University.'
Curra said one of his instouctors
at Purdue told him about an open
position at the university.
Curra now teaches criminology,
social deviance and introductory
sociology courses at the university.
Everyone is deviant at one time
or another, said Curra.

.

Dr. John Curra discusses
*

Callie Dean
"The cultural exhibits usually
bring in contributions from the
Richmond community." said Dean.
These exhibits are usually on
display at the library or at the
Perkins Building.

Service
tutors

By T. Elaine Baker
Stuff writer
That first theme in Knglish
composition may lie giving you
migraines. Or perhaps you're
getting hogged down in accounting
or chemistry, or those equations in
algebra go straight from the
blackboard, over your head and out
the window.
I f so. you can gel help from the
university's learning skills
department.
This department can not only aid
you in your particular classes, but
can help you to improve your study
skills in general.
Classes such as developmental
reading I and 11 IGSL 090 and 095)
aid students who need special help
in Knglish. Classes such as (1SI,
112. 115. 116 and 201 help increase
study skills in reading and
vocabulary. There is even a class for
international students to aid nonnative speakers in Knglish (GSL
006).
Acording to Konald V. Schmelzer.
chairman of the learning skills
department, the university's
department is extremely effective.
"This department is far more
comprehensive and much more in
depth than programs of its kind on
other campuses." said Schmelzer
"I'm, very proud of the
department and I believe it to be the
lies' of its kind in the Southeastern
United States
According to Schmelzer. the
department has a tutorial program
in addition to the previously
mentioned classes, and 1.200
students took advantage of its
services lust semester.
"The tutoring is available at no
cost to uny university student.'' he
said.
Schmelzer said the tutors are ,
university students who have taken
the classes they tutor and have done
well in them.
"These students are paid and they
have been given some training on
how to tutor. We supervise them
and they do a good job." said
Schmelzer.
Although Schmelzer said his
department
focuses
on
underclassmen since the first two
years of college are the most crucial,
he said anv uppenlassman is also
free to take a (iSL class or use the
tutoring services.
"If a student is having trouble
with academic work, any faculty
member would be delighted to talk
to him." said Schmelzer.
Schmelzer said he feels the faculty
is very student-oriented and the
creativity they bring to the
department is one of the reasons for
its success.
According to Schmelzer, learning
skills also offers special programs
such us a 'Second Chance' program
and another one which helps
athletes.
"The Second Chance program
helps students who have had
trouble ut the university due to
academic reasons. These students
Progress photo/Teresa Hill have the potential to do better so we
lake them on as special advisees."
philosophies
said Schmelzer.
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Organizations

Club plays in
life-saving role

Group
still
swims

By Diana Pruitt

Organizations editor
They may only appear to be just
another worker at a college football
game, but in actuality they could
play a major role in a life and death
situation. Who are they? They are
the Student Medical Care
Association.
According to Ronnie Knox, a
sophomore emergency medical care
(BMC) major and president of the
club, to be a member of the club a
student must be enrolled in
emergency medical technology
(KMT) classes or be a paramedic
student.
, "There is really no certain g.p.a..
required to get into the club, but a
2.5 cumulative average is required
for the program," he said.
Knox said the club is a good way
to get experience by the many
activities the club is involved in.
"We mainly work activities on
campus like football games and

By Robin Girg
Staff writer
During the cold weather, most
studenta probably aren't giving
much thought to swimming, unless
they are a member of the Catalina
Club.
According to Karen Olde. a
graduate student and five year
member of the group, the Catalina
Club is a coed synchronized
swimming club geared toward
teaching members the art of
creative aquatics.
"The Catalina Club has been on
campus since 1963 and has been
growing strong in membership each
year." she said.
According to Beverly Kruer, vice
Progress photo/Bob Herron
president of the club, a member
Playing with a full deck
doesn't even have to know how to
Douglas Nieland. assistant professor of recreation and park administrator, tntertains a university student, left, with
swim.
"We had one guy who couldn't a card tVick at the All-Niter. Feb. 8 in the Begley Building
swim one bit when he joined the
club. Now he not only swims well,
but he has also earned his water life
saving certificate," she said.
Kruer said the club holds try-outs
at the beginning of each semester.
"We teach prospective members
a few tricks and if they show an
effort, they usually get in," she said.
Kruger said that after new
"Wilderness Trek through New
given by Fabiana Chu. a native of
members are chosen, a rigorous Baptist Student Union
Up Club
Zealand." at 7:30 p.m.. flab. 19 in
Peru, at the meeting scheduled for
training schedule begins to prepare
Brock Auditorium
6:30 p.m.. Feb. 14 in Conference
The next meeting for the Up Club
the club for its annual water show.
The Baptist Student Union will be
Tickets may be purchased at the
Koom C in the Powell Building.
is scheduled for 7 p.m., Feb. 25 in
Kruer said the club practices sponsoring the film. "The Day
door or in advance from Dr. Barbara
For more information contact Conference Room C in the Powell
Everything went Wrong'starring
about four nights a week.
Ramey in office 237 in the MoonClarissa Cowan at 3209.
Building.
"Diirinw the first semester we Dick Van Patten. Joel Higgins and

Campus clips

i
She said that eventually the club
breaks off into little groups and
each group practices various parts
and routines.
Olde said when the date of the
show draws near, the officers pick
those members who are to be in the
show.
"The second semester we practice
on our routines that are to be used
in the show," she said.
She said the club, which currently
consists of 23 members, will present
its spring water show during the
second week of April.
"A SI admission fee will be
charged and the proceeds will go to
buy new swim suits and equipment
for the club," she said.
"It is a great way to meet people."
she said.
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God hates guilt.
For more information contact
Elizabeth Cummins at 4434 or the
Baptist Student Union at 623-3294

Gospel Jubilee
The Office of Minority Affairs is
sponsoring a "Gospel Jubilee" at 8
p.m.. Feb. 22 in Brock Auditorium.
Performing guests include: New
Jersey
Trio.
The
Gospel
Harmonizers. WTLA Radio
Ensemble and EKU's Gospel
Ensemble.
Admission is free.

Building.

Full-time students in education
are advised that Phi Delta Kappa is
planning to award three $150
scholarships to graduate students
who have been enrolled both
semesters of the 1984-85 school
year.
Interested graduate students
should contact Dr. Jim Lihbey at
1604 or come to Keith 105 .

Spanish Club
A talk on the Peru culture will be

Grand Opening

< <iii|)ini \in \n<—sui\

Western Steer
Sweetheart Days

REGULAR $9.00 GALS & $10.00 GUYS

LP/CAS8

9

Coupon Erfpiraa 817-HB

'0?
SCVhtS

Recordsmith
Album* Caaanttaa Tickafca

WILMA WITT

LINDA KELLY

MARTHA SCOTT

PAM RILEY

CAROLYN HALL

LINDA MIZt

CORRINA TAYLOR

PHYLLIS MILLION
OWNER

EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPMG CENTFR/623 6191

Behind state bank on the by-pass/623-5058

Captain D's

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL
6 VISITS FOR $24.99

e

WEDNESDAY & SUNDAY SPECIAL

ALL YOU CAN EAT
COUNTRY STYLE FISH DINNER
Include*: cole (low. French friee.
huthpupple*.

Call For Appointment

o 2 Piece Fish Dinners $3.89
Each dinner includes: two golden brown fish fillets, crisp
trench fries, creamy cole slaw and 2 southern style
hush puppies.

OFFER GOOD FEB. 14-MARCH 8

■ ■■■ CUT IMS COUPON ■■■■■■■■■

FISH

[For This Special Payment Must Be Made In Advance]

Mon.-Sat.
10-9

Qg CDICC Two tender (ish fillets.
5
■*,K,* natural cut trench tries
&A EZf\ and 2 southern style hush

FOR
ONLY V liTU puppies.

Sal 10-6

2-B1-BB

■ ■■•cur THIS COUPON ■■■■■■■■■

FISH & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

University Snopping Center

■ '

$1.50

EMpiraa I Z-&1-BB

You'll Each Get Our
U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin Steak,
Plus A Baked Potato Or French Fries
& TEXAS TOAST!
y^E

32^

II' -ur.n Pti i.-

STCliKUOVSE

Good At Richmond Location
Expires Sunday, Feb. 17, '85
Banquet Facilities Available
Phone: 624-1193

Next Time You
Have A Message
Try The

Eastern
9
Progress

Classified Or
Display Advertising

Captain D's.
a greafUUIc Malood place

IWhiiill •<hnond

ISLANDWTANS
With This Coupon

$3.29

MONDAY. TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY

624-2852

Specials
Two 6 oz. Sirloins!

$2.00 OFF COUPON

With This Coupon

MAMA LEE'S PIZZA

;^>

AH students interested in the Air
Force program are welcome.
For more information contact
Timothy Kellev at (606(864-4873.

"Last fall we worked the 500
Meter Run for Homecoming Day."
he said.
Knox said the equipment for the
club is expensive, but the club has
its own.
"We have our own radios which
are valued somewhere around
$2,000. We also have close to
flOO.000 worth of advanced
equipment plus basic equipment
which we are allowed to get anytime
we want." he said.
Knox said the club has equipment
they actually use on the field.
"If something major comes up.
we've got the equipment and ii
something minor comes up. we can
just carry the equipment with us,"
he said.
Knox said at an average event the
number of workers ranges anywhere
from 10 to 12.
He said that although the club
gives you practical experience in
real life situations, it offers you
another type of experience, too.
"The club enables you to work
with a team and get a lot of
responsibility," he said.
Knox said the club hasn't really
experienced any major happenings
yet.
"We usually just get cuts and
scratches." he said.
According to Knox, when it's not
football season and the jobs are
slow, the club tries to schedule

up and we also do things like pizza
parties." he said.
He said dues for the club are $10
a semester and go for mainly social
activities.
Knox said the club has changed in
the past couple of years by growing
together more and he hopes that it
continues to do so.
Movie scheduled
"I hope that we members can
The Office of Minority Affairs is leave something behind that the
sponsoring the movie. "Go Tell It next set of officers can take up and
on the Mountain", at 6 p.m.. Feb. 21 uot have to worry about re-building
but can keep growing," he said.
in the J aggers Room •

FEATURING JIMMY PAQE

(In House Specials)

Large 1 Item Pizza $5
623-3530
r>
or 623-3531 C$fr

Uniform dress is not required.

do.

The International Education
Office will be sponsoring a Study
Abroad Fair on Feb. 13 and 14.
The fair will provide information
on travel and study programs
available this summer.
Interested people should come to
the Powell Building on these dates.

FIRM

Wilderness film
The Department of Biological
Sciences will sponsor the film.

There will be a meeting at 3 p.m.,
Feb. 22 in Conference Room A in the
Powell Building for all Air Force
ROTC cadets.
Activities and plans for the Fall
"86 move to campus, organizing the
corps and the aerospace science
course taught next semester will be
discussed.

triatholons and track meets here at
the university." he said.
Knox said that basically the club
works with what they are asked to

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

Captain D's.
a great Uttl* seafood place

lOHImN •ichmoAd

■■■■cur ma COUPON !■■■■■■■■!

: FISH & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

$1.50

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

Captain D's. ■
■
eaeieurTMi
:tender fish fillets,
FISH & FRIES Two
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
■ FOR
ONLY $150 puppies.
■
■
Captain D's. ■
■•
Explr-aa B-B1-

agreaTllttki

COUPON ■■■■■■■■■

I

lt»« «.... M

■khmond

a ereaTlfttb •eafeed place

I CUP 1MB COUPON I
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ROTC honorary
adds to record

Intramural
update
Co-Rec Softball
The deadline for entry and default
fee for Co-Rec Softball is 4:30 p.m..
March 20 in Room 202 in the Begley
Building.
For more information contact the
Intramural Office at 1244.

Softball
An informational meeting has
been scheduled for all interested in
softball at 9 p.m.. March 4 in the
Grise Room of the Combs Building.
A softball officials clinic for all
people interested in officiating
Intramural Softball will be held at
9 p.m., March 5 in Room 156 in the
Begley Building.
No prior experience is needed.
For more information call Lori
Gunner at 1246.
The deadline for the softball entry
and default fee is 4:30 p.m.. March
6 in Room 202 in the Begley
Building.
For more information contact the
Intramural Office at 1244.

Table Tennis
Winners of the Division of
Intramural Progra/n's Table Tennis
competition has been announced.
Winners of the Men's Open
Singles are first place, Craig
Sheehan, second place. M. Scott
Clark* and third nlnrp Anriv

By Diana Pruitt
Organizations editor
To some the title, Scabbard and
Blade Club may sound harsh and
even degrading, but to it9 members
and officers of the military, it is
quite the opposite.
According to Ken Keppler, a
sophomore and senior cadet in the
ROTC program, to be in the
Scabbard and Blade Club is an
honor.
"Scabbard and Blade is an honor
society for junior and senior cadets
of the ROTC program who do well
academically," he said.
The 19-year-old history major said
that to be considered for
membership in the club, a G.P. A. of
2.7 in all classes and a 3.0 in military
science classes is required.
"The Scabbard and Blade Club is
more or less an organization for
those in the military." he said.
Cold play
Progress photo/Rob Carr
Keppler said that being in the
Scott Conway. left. Fred Baker and Rick Graham, members of the Rugby Club, practice for the upcoming season club looks good when it comes time
for students to be commissioned for
in the snow near Todd Hall.

Psych club will brighten future
By Glen C. Daves
Staff writer
If you think all psychology
majors smoke a pipe, wear glasses
bell-bottom jeans and sandals, then
maybe you should attend a
Psychology Club meeting.
The club meets once a month and
is open to anyone who is interested.
According to LeAnne Scott, a
senior psychology major and vice
president.nf the club, said the club
i

Doubles are Tim Brown and Craig
Sheehan.
Winners of the Fraternity Singles
are first place. John Peck and
second place, Ted Lytle.
Winners of the Fraternity
Doubles are first place. Bales and
Niblock and second place, Shrout
and Brow.

Future Events
The Division of Intramural
Programs would like to remind
students of the coining events
arriving next month.
Beginning in March there will be
a Superstar' Decathlon and Tennis
Doubles will begin.
Anyone interested in these
programs is encouraged to contact
the Intramural Office-.

club members a chance to talk to the
professors on a casual basis.
"It gives us a chance to get
contact with the real working world,
and what it might be like when we
gel out," she said.
Scott said another way the club
exposes.its members to the different
types of jobs in the psychology field
is by having guest speakers at their
meetings.

■ ■•■. «" ii a !<-■«
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"It gives you a chance to get'
involved with the same type of
people who will be in the field with
you when you get out." she said.
Scott said this is done by making
the meetings casual.
She said the club members get to
know not only each other, but also
people who are already working in
the field of psychology through an
annual wine and cheese party. The
party takes place every Feburary
and is usually held at Dr. William
Watkins' house, adviser for the
club.
"It's our one big social event. All
the members come and lots of club
members who have graduated
attend," said Scott.
She said the club invites the
psychology professors and gives the

20 members.

Getting the right experience and
i ne club has been building its meeting people in the psychology
membership up this semester after
field is a way to help a student in the
losing quite a few seniors to
field definately become successful.
"When employers are looking for
graduation." she said.
/
She said most of the people who people to hire, they will certainly
are members of the Psychology .look ?l the P^P16 with the m09t
Club are also members of Psy Chi. experience, and the club is a good

f ijhnve
isi iaKi'n
■■■ i iiViiiV
Mr nfli
at least efgrrt' hours of

i. ■■ ~U„ .-oirl

Scoit^miu two in me more recem
speakers were Tom Reed from the*
Law Enforcement Department and
Mary Bopp from the Mass
Communication Department.
"Reed talked about the juvenile
justice svstem and Bopp discussed
networking careers for women." she
said.
She said the club tries to help the
members find the graduate school
they might wish to attend.
"This is done by having graduate
students from some of the
surrounding universities come in
•nd answer questions at the
meetings. Students who have
graduated with a psychology major
but chose not to attend graduate
school are also invited to come and
share their views with the club." she

door in the business world." she
said.

V'-»> *.mr»\jgj
wuiata, ' oe
a
psychology major or minor and
have at least a 3.0 G.P. A.." she said.
Scott said she and the President.
Terri Cox, put in a lo^.of time into
the club..
"I enjoy it and I think it's worth
it. It's a personal challenge to help
run a club or organization, plus it
looks excellent on a resume." she
said.
She said being a member of the
club has other advantages.

"It's a way to get your foot in the

ag

f.~~
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r~ ■■■ j"" nave a masters.
"Most of the jobs in psychology
are jobs that deal with some type of
counseling and experience is a
must.'' she said.
Scott said that she felt the future
of the club was on an upward swing.
"We have been working hard to
get the club going and if it keeps on
there is no where for us to go except
up." she said.
She said if anyone is interested in
joining the club, they may pick up
an application in the Cammack
Building lobby.

"We want to go out to the high
schools and try to introduce them to
the officer training core," he said.
Keppler said he felt that by doing
this, hopefully some of these kids
will want to consider getting
commissioned.
He said most of the members of
the club know where they are
headed after graduation.
"This on your record helps a great
deal because the military will look
at all you have done, including your
officer evaluation, and every bit
helps." he said.

Student Special
$1.99+tax

With Student ID.
lOWn©
Main St.
Cinema 623 8884
7:15 &9:30

MICROCOMPUTER
CLASSES

Beef and Bean
Tostada

ComputofUMd

Now
you can have
your druthers,
and save money,
too!

f%

PIZZA HUT DELIVERY SPECIAL

m

The pizza you've always trusted for consistent
quality taste is now the pizzi you can trust for

rhal's nght Now you can save
big when you come lo Druthers
Restaurant Just use these valuable
coupons to try something delicious
from out wide
^variety of
menu
items

Eastern
By-Pass
Richmond, KY

Items
like our
tender, tasty chicken From a
snack to a meal, to a family sized
12 piece box.

mpQ

Or how about fish' You
can have our batter dipped
North Atlantic Cod Fillet as a
sandwich on rye. as (ish and
chips, as a complete fish dinner,
or with a ensp salad

2.200

And what a salad! Nobody
make* a salad baplike Druthers.
Crisp garden vegetables, potato
wfdges. hot batter dipped

Ca\\6?3nd-^u.

oor^:."coupon^.r

^"■ssassp*?
OFFER EXPIRES 2-21-85

Rice or Beans

First ind Water Streets

Hl.«r... I ill.«r

A«RAMOUN'«CIi»

Choice off

Mexican-American
Restaurant

BEVERLY
HILLS

6*1-1413

<**

said.
Scott said the club currently has

further military training following
college.
Although membership in the club
may look good on the student's
record, it may also serve another
very important purpose.accordin,;
to Keppler.
"It enables the student to be
exposed to all different sorts of the
military." he said.
Keppler said this is done by the
number of programs the club
frequently offers.
'We will have a lecture series
where people will come in and talk
about military science. These are
veterans who have actually been in
combat." he said.
He said the club will also offer a
peer-type program to help younger
freshmen cadets.
"We feel that this will help them
get acqainted not only with the
university but the other cadets." he
said.
The 25-member club also helps
with a various amount of activities
happening on campus.
"We will supply ushers for
graduation and also when it comes
time to be commissioned," he said.
Keppler said the one event which
is performed by the club annually is
the saluting of the Homecoming
candidates on the field in the fall.
"When we do our Saber Arts at
the game, we borrow our equipment
from the Pershing Rifles and
Valianettes here on campus." he
said.
With all of the activities the club
is involved with on campus, they
still find time for the social aspects
of a club.
"We do get together and try to
promote social themes with the

I
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4 (16oz.] Drinks FREE With Any Large Pizza

r

3 [16oz.] Drinks FREE With Any Medium Pizza
2 [16oz.] Drinks FREE With Any Small Pizza
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
-
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vegetables, fresh fruit, and all sorts
of toppings and dressings And
that's not all. You can have our
salad bar with fish or chicken
Of course, at Druthers
we're known for our famous
burgers. From kid size to
double deckers Always juicy
and delicious, especially when
teamed up with those all time
favonte side orders, fnes and
soft dnnks

double egg and sausage, ham or
bacon on a bun Top it all off with
a hot cup of coffee, and you've
got a meal that
Fty^frTL^. V. will start your
J^^^^fBk^V day off right

.^Sobnng
the coupons, start
saving, and really enjoy
a meal for a change

Don't forget breakfast
- •^"" - Druthers is a great way to
^start the day With eggs
cooked up
any way
. J you like
'ffta
em, with
^Lum.->.

Remember, when you want
your druthers, there's only one
place to go.

^»..'...L«M7.ta..7 " bacon, or
ham With hot hash browns Or.
our own double-biscuit breakfast
(two golden brown biscuits, filled
with country sausage.) And, try our

Salad Bar and

2 Delux Quarters
$2.25

Medium Drink
$2.39

Inchjdw 3
. lb Itambitffan
P-i »iU>
*H*» ■ <Mf
if 1.VPU4*
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2 Double Cheese
Burgers
$200
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Any
Baked Potato*
.99
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■rank. Chaw*, m H~.
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Arts/Entertainment

Photography,
sculpture lead
in new exhibit
By Bob Herron
Arts editor

With the art show now appearing
in the Fred P. Gallery one can see
sculpture, collages and cibachromes
(color prints).
The overwhelming majority of
works shown are that of Joseph
Gluhman. the chairman of the art
department at Western Kentucky
University. His works with the
cibachromes show that he has a
remarkable eye
for color
photography.
The problem presented for a
photographer who wishes to use
photography in a documentary way.
is that he must take everyday
scenes, which are taken for granted
by the untrained eye. and pull them
out to be noticed.
According to the pamphlet, which
accompanies his work. Gluhman
tries to avoid manipulating what he
photographs, and he takes satisfaction in recognizing unexpected
creative possibilities in the details
of ordinary environments.
Some examples of the everyday
scenes are Gluhman's pictures of
the "Reflected Buildings" or "CDS
Corner." These scense probably
mean nothing to the people who
pass by them everyday, but for the
Jhotographer they are recognized to
„.... ' h;u_ .^nafjpl qiinlitn. mhi-t-

onlooker.

Works such as "Homage to
Coburn's Cow" are brightly colored,
but the subject matter is
questioning.
The works of Margeret Gluhman
are of a completly different medium.
Her works are mixed media collages which have a glint of poster
art. Most of her works take on a
humourous angle such as "Ocean
Twilight."
"Ocean Twilights" hilarity begins
with the framing of the collage.
Gluhman frames the work in
postage stamps which adorn such
faces as: Eva Peron. Mao-Tse Tung,
the Shah of Iran and Adolph Hitler.
Inside this "frame' is the collage
made up of different characters,
both historical and literary. The
characters include the rabbit from
Alice in Wonderland Napolean and
Charles Lindburgh.
According to the paniphlet which
accompanies the exhibit, Gluhman
says that the meaning of each collage is "deliberately ambiguous and
elusive."
The reason given for having no
clear meaning is so each person can
have the freedom to interpret each
collage to his or her own knowledge
and experience.
Other collages are made up of
mr\«»- (i^Unl ct.^.
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Progress photo/Rex Boggs

'Dottie" by Esther Randall
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By R. Bottoms
Staff writer
It has been said "music hath
powers to sooth the savage beast."
Dr. Arthur Harvey believes this and
has set out to prove it.
Harvey is a music professor for
the university and has worked on
many theories on how music effects
the brain and body.
Harvey said he has been
interested in music and the brain for
many years. He has a B.A. and
M.A. in music and education. He
also has a doctorate degree in music
education and psychology.
Harvey has been teaching music
education for 26 years, the past 12
at the university.
"The faculty here is given
freedom to diverge and develop
their own area of interest." said
Harvey.
He said he is very pleased with
the university even though he is
sometimes frustrated by the
conservative attitude it takes.
"I Ve been trying to persuade the
university to offer a degree in music
and special education, but due to a
conservative nature nothing is
being done." said Harvey.
Although there is no degree given
at the university for this field,
Harvey said he does teach many
courses relating to it.
According to Harvey, he teaches
courses that will help his students
understand the relationship of the
brain to music. One of these courses

education."
This law made Harvey more
interested in exceptional children
and how they relate to music.
"Working with exceptional
individuals helps one relate to
others because everything is
exaggerated. It's like looking
through a magnifying glass." said
Harvey.
In exceptional individuals.
Harvey has been interested in the
therapeutic uses of music. His latest
project in this field is a film series
entitled "Music and the Brain."
According to Harvey, the film
series grew from a number of
seminars given on the same subject.
"The lectures explore what music
is and how it effects us." said
Harvey.
Harvey is also the minister of
music for the Faith Created
Assembly of God Church. This posi
tion entails working with the choir
and selecting songs for the congregation which will be uplifting for
everyone, he said.
He also participates in music
therapy for Berea Hospital. In this
program he studies the effect music
has on the therapeutic healing
process.
Along with Harvey's work at the
university he does community work
involving music. Harvey works with
brain damaged and retarded
students. He also helps at Kenwood
Nursing Home. He said he
sometimes takes his students to the
—n~
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photograph of a distorted image: work.
«_
while "CDS Cornel*' is a study of" Many of the Works of the the
contrasts.
'Traveler' series are held together
There
are
other
'docu' because each collage is made up of
photographs that deserve mention. artifacts from the same place
The brightly colored "Paducah
Other works, such as "Pull Up
Wall," and thecontrasty "Louisville Here," are surreal in nature, and
Alley" are both nice reproductions, they are only held together by a
the formor of inter-city life and the name or object or phrase which is
other of a sleek corporate image.
distinguishable from the rest of the
Sometimes Gluhman does decide collage.
to take a more abstract route with
Glumann also uses black and
his cibachromes. This works with white photographs with paper
such works as "Burnt Car" and figurines pasted unto them.
"Corrodes Surface." But sometimes
"Diptych" is a photograph of n
his abstraction confuses the rural scene with things such as the

JERRY'S
u' HIM .iNuit a>mpkti'il mio V>mih.illcnuowin J«"tfnv RI'.KIV tor the
IU'\I ' c iii tor tlu" yi<kl The
•j.'IJ kirsol ,i Second Lieutiii.mt in iln' Army
It> nopunii OC S
lOttkvr Candidate School l is
i l-j week challenge th.it will
in.ike vou vliy Jeep inside
voiirsell lor mental and
pk^ic.il toughness When
vou come out. you'll He trim.
Ill, .i commissioned officer
in the Army, and ready to
exercise the leadership skills
eh ill.in companies put such
a premium on
Oo tor the «old It could
help you when you re ready
to reach lor the brass ring
U S Army Recruiting Center
Robbins Motel Hwy 8*76
Richmond Kentucky4
Call 623 1270
ARMY

Harvey links
music and mind

UHI

JM£*jia*
Mona Lisa pasted to them.
The sculptures of F.slher Randall
are also of a high quality.
Randall who teaches part-time at
Berea College, frames her works
then forces them to leave the frame.
According to Randall, she was
just having fun with the medium
and that whole idea began with the
work "There Came a Knock" which
has the subject's foot overhanging
the frame.
Then the type of sculpture evolved into "Figure with a Cat." This

Hut. iiK-n iiH'siiin total ot the process ends up oh Figure with
Vegetables." 11 i s not j u s t a foot or
u little of the surroundings which
overhangs the frame, but instead it
is as if the whole subject is ready to
leap out of the framed picture.
It would be easy for her work to
l>e overshadowed by the work of the
Gluhman's. but her sublime
sculptures have a way of drawing
the viewer to them.
Her work of "Dottie" especially
works well not just because of the
emotion the face shows, but because
of the hone structure which is
shown.

student teachers on psychology.
In hi»classes Harvey said he likes
to focus on how people learn and
how the brain transmits music
differently from speech.
"Education, basically, is what is
processed through the brain, but
traditionally educators know less
about the brain than any part of the
body," said Harvey.
Harvey said he's been working
with exceptional individuals
concerning music and the brain for
sometime. "It all mushroomed with
the passing of the public law 94*142,
which made it possible for all
exceptional children to have an

music effects human expression,
communication and emotional
growth." said Harvey.
Harvey said his wife and five
children share his interest in music.
In the past they have joined Harvey
in performing together in churches
by singing and playing various
instruments.
. Harvey's oldest daughter worked
in Louisville for t ie Creative Arts
Therapy Program. His son is now
pursuing a major in music.
Harvey said he thought his work
on music and the brain would result
in more opportunities for him to
inform people in this area.
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STEREO—TV

SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA

AM-FM In Dash Car Radio

w/Cassette
Auto Eject

SCREEN PROCESS
PRINTING
T
-SHIRTS. JERSEYS,
-|4T$, BANDANNAS. ETC
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$99.99

KP 2000 Fits Most Cars
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS
PAST SERVICE

Give A Basket
Of Goodies from tf||
The Pineapple Patch<SL
Tied With Balloons From \§
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PIONEER 100 WATT SPEAKERS
6x9 3-WAY

WERE S149.95

Are\bu Good Enough
ToJoinTheBest ?
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The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate those
-.-O**—A, <;X^-reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.

**£

College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over S 1 000
month while still in school.

rVKOO'FM Vj
Present a

Happy Valentine Party
V^Live Stereocast On WKQQ 98 Rock 6-8 p.m.
Q2 Slitter's GREAT $.99 Happy Hour 6-10 No Cover til 8 p.m.
"V^.Free Carnations to First 98 Ladies At Door
^ $.98 Frozen Beverages All Night Long
Qw^ J. Sutters Sweetheart Will Be Chosen and Honored
All From Your Friends At J. Sutters and WKQQ
I 35 East Main St. Downtown

After graduation, as a Navy officer,
you receive a year of graduate-level
training unavailable anywhere else at
any price. You become a highly trained
member of an elite group with vital responsibilities and growing career potential.
To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age.
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master:; degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased physics with a "B" average or better.
You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear
field, find out. Call the Naval Management Programs Office for full information

Send Resume To:
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
600 FEDERAL PLACE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40202
Navy Officer Representatives will on campus Feb. 19-20.
Contact E.K.U. Placement Office For Interview Times.
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Bad humor
causes lynching

Family led
Sutton to write

By Frank Enlow
Staff writer
If writing talent were a jogger ft
wouldn't simply run in Dr. Dorothy
Sutton's family, it would probably
be more like Edwin Moses.
Sutton grew up in Western
Kentucky and said she remembers
it was those "little things'" that
made growing up so interesting and
worthwhile.
"We loved to play in the rain. We
would sit on the porch wrapped in
blankets and watch the rain come
down. Other children that lived near
us had to go to the storm cellar, and
we really felt sorry for them.'' she
said.
Sutton also rememlx>rs that these
"simple" joys were not only the
basis for her poem. "To My Mother
for iJoving the Rain" that was
recently published by the Kentucky
Poetry Review, but that her mother
gave her an attitude thai carried
into her adult life as well.
"Mother wanted us to get out and
do things. She really wanted us to
enjoy life; to enjoy everything a!x>ul
it. like the rain." said Sutton.
Coming from a family of four.
Sutton recalls the things she did ;i-.
a child and how they affected her
career that was to come.
"When I was a little girl I wrote
poetry and sent it off to our church's
monthly magazine and sometimes it
was published." she said.
Sutton said she lived in a rural
farm church community and there
were only 27 in her graduating class.
"My brothers and sisters would
•vrite plays and put them on for the
family. I was the youngest, and out
of a family of four, two of us chose
a career in writing." said Sutton.

,
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Florida. He has won numerous
competitions including a $1,000
prize for best short story of the year
from the Virginia Quarterly Review,
said Sutton. Since then he has gone
into writing and is now into
playwriting.
Sutton remembers that her
mother of 75 was even a "star" in
one of his plays.
"My brother pdt on one of his
plays in Hopkinsville at the
Hopkinsville Theatre and mother
had a part. It was really an
experience because for the first time
in quite a while there we were, four
children back together and this time
mother was on the stage.
"We weren't putting on plays for
her; she was on the stage." said
Sutton.
Dr. Sutton seems to have passed
her abilities in English on to her two

daughters. Mary Heth. 20. and
Sandy. 17.
Sutton said Mary Beth is an
English major at Wake Forest and
is London this semester. She said
her daughter is having fun and
enjoying every minute of it. but
although an English teacher herself
she said she wishes her daughter
would stop buying books.
"She (Mary Beth) found a nice
antique book store and I told her to
stop buying books! 1 really don't
think she realizes how much it costs
to send the books back to this
country." she said.
Sutton said daughter Sandy, a
student at Model, enjoys writing
and used this apparent family
ability to become a Governor's
Scholar, one of four at Model.
Scholars are chosen on the basis of
grades and a written essay.
Writing talent her daughters may
have does not come from Dr.
Sutton's side of the family alone.
Her husband. Dr. William Sutton.
is a writer in his own right.
"He writes lots of short stories.
He has written about 15 or 20 so far.
Me also writes novels. I really think
he wouldn't write if he didn't enjoy
it so much," said Sutton.
Sutton credits her career to not
only her parents encouragement but
also to the teachers at Georgetown
College, where she received her
bachelor's degree in English and
graduated magna cum laude.
"I remember the plays I was in
and the people that really helped me
with my writing. The chairman, Dr.
Coleman Arnold, was my freshman
composition teacher and being that
it was a small school, the attention
and personal help you received was

The stand-up comedian was up on
the stage pacing back forth.
Stage Left
"My uncle was an architect; yea.
he was placed in a sanitorium
because he had an edifice complex.'
There was little laughter but much
silence. This didn't unnerve him -- he
continued.
Looking at his watch he look out
into the audience. He then cracked
one more joke before he realized that
the audience had had enough. He
left.
Bob Herron
The quote that dying is easy:
comedy is hard came true that
night. Much like the night before, more to make llit'-m laugh
His matierial was IHIIJ nuulr up ni
and the night before that.
So why did he do it? What drove puns, and a pun is the lowest form
uUI
him to embarrassment in front of a of humour - so the UUtlii'lic
only do the humane thing I'hey
crowd of people?
For some reason these questions lynched him.
They lei him say his lasl wnnls
were better left unsaid.
After seeing his show, an agent and he said. "I laugh MI I hai no)
came backstage and told him to cry." Then with a moan (lir\ hil Ihe
leave comedy to the professionals, horse which left him hanging I mm
but instead he decided to try once the tree.

New system helps
book find easier
Progress photo/Charles Pendleton

Dorothy Sutton relaxes with a book
handy and when 1 think of a line or their students.
"My standards are high in the
phrase I write it down and Use it
later. Then I polish the poems up," classroom. I feel they should be
because the diploma wouldn't mean
she said.
Sutton said that between very much if you didn't have to
housekeeping and teaching she work for it." she said.
Sutton said most students don't
really doesn't have time to write
realize that .teachers hate to fail a
novels or short stories.
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time with them and play with them. and I really fell hud 80001 n 1MB
the medium I chose (poetry) was student later called and said that he
because of the economy of time." had gained a great deal from my
class and realized that he had to toshe said.
harder next time.
Sutton describes her teaching
"I really appreciated that a great
experience as not only personal but
deal. We only want the best for our
involved. Most students do not
students." said Sutton.
realize that teachers do care about

Recital to be held today
The university voice faculty is
preparing an evening of songs,
arias, duets, trios and quartet to be
presented Thursday eventing. Feb.
14 at 7:30 p.m.
The recital will be held in Brock
Auditorium.
»
The faculty singers will be Joan
Boewe. Perry Smith. David
Greenlee. Donald Henrickson and
Jacqueline Roberts.
Accompanying the singers on

piano will be Nancie Field, Rebecca
Shockley and Roe van Boskirk.
Students singing in the recital will
be Jane Hawes, Debbie Fraker.
Chris Simsonsen and Jon Szabo.
Planned are works by such composers as Schubert, Schumann.
Brahms, Chausson. Beethoven.
Miles, dello Jois and Pasakere.
There will be no charge for the
show.

BEAR
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to the new catalog is costly and
time-consuming. Until the prow*
is completed, the library offi rs I hi
students and faculty "Newliooks
It is a computerized catalog of i hi
most recent 2.000 books acquired In
the library and its branches. I he list
of books, and their bibliographies
are updated monthly.
"Newbooks provides us with tinopportunity to become familiui with
the system." Pattie said.
It is
convenient and it is easy to find .i
particular hiiok hocauw ''l
'•'

are one of the few libraries to have
this system,!' said Pattie.
The new system has several
advantages over the card catalog:
,' Students and faculty members
can check to see the status (whether
or not its checked out) of a book
without physically looking for the
book.
• The computer can locate books
several different ways, such as by
subject or call number.
• A user can quickly check for
materials on a certain subject
without hunting through the entire
card catalog.
•The system is accessible 24
hours a day through the use of
terminals located in the library,
dormitories and offices. Personal
computers with a modem can also
be used.
Pattie said the conversion process

BOBM people may be uneasy IIINIUI
using it because it is new. i
said. "People shouldn't lie in
timidated by the computer You
give the command ll works for
you."
The library offers sessions which
are aimed toward familiarizing
students and faculty with Ihe new
computerized catalog system. A
sign-up sheet for sessions is located
at the circulation desk at I he library .
"In the short run, it'll take time
to acquire the skills to use th"
computer. There is no doubt uhoul
it. In the long run. the system will
be easier to use (than the card
catalog). It'll benefit the student •
and the faculty." said Dr. Chanes
Whitaker. associate professor in l he
English Department, who has UWJI
the "Newbooks" to organize lucull •
programs.

APPLES FOR THE TEACHER
SPECIAL SAVINGS

A Most Contemporary Place
To Boogie!!
Valentine's Day Celebration!
"Happy Hour" 3p.m.-7p.m,

Appearing Tonight:

Bring Your Sweetheart and
Celebrate with Us!

Mag 7 and Co.
You Must Be 21
221 Water Street

By Christy Moore
Staff writer
Thoreau? Thorau? Need that book
for a term paper but you can't
remember its name or how to spell
the author's name?
This will not be a problem with
the new computerized catalog in the
Crabbe Library. According to Miko
Pattie. library automation project
coordinator, the computer will be
able to list the names and works of
authors with similar spellings.
"We^nrp verv proud of the new

:—
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personal touches that really made
her college career exciting and
influenced her own style of teaching.
"I am pretty old-fashioned about
teaching," she explained. " I really
try to get to know the students
individually... and really try to help
students if they seem to need my
help.
"Like my teachers at Georgetown
I stress the personal aspects.
Sometimes I bring cookies to class
right around Valentines Day, or my
husband and I invite the students
over to our house for hot spice tea
in front of the fire. It really makes
a difference in the student when
they feel as though they can come
to you for help," said Sutton.
Sutton said she has quite a few
poems in process and about 50
finished so far.
"What I do is 1 keep a notebook

I. ■ •

Dr. C.L Davis

COMPLETE EYE CARE
EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS

DOX'TBEA
STYROHEAD

Apple und me App* logo Mr frqiMr«rfl li.nvm.ifli'
Applr Computrfv Ine
Mrtontmn ii a HMemAtk Inpitvfl If Ajjplr < <«'ni(.i"
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The Lexington Computer Store, central Kentucky's
largest Apple" dealer, also supplies more computers to
schools than anyone else. Now we're offering teachers
discounts up to 30% off on the Apple He. lie.
Macintosh,'" or imagewriter througl the Apple Buy
Program. (Discounts will vary on products.)

Open * 00 Vlulniolu

Dr. W.R. Isaacs

i>r

Ask about Apple Instant Creditl If you qualify, you can
pick out and take home your Apple the same day
I
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KAYPRO — A COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEM
ONLY '1895

1

$

CL.

2

cc**^ ^

K4YPXQ
All Brands of Contacts
Soft & Semi Soft
Permalens
Bifocal Contacts

Insurance Walcoma
Medical Cards
Credit Term*
Available

WIDE SELECTION OF FASHIONABLE EYEGLASSES
EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
Can Be Worn Up To Two Weeks Without Removing Or Cleaning
Specially Uesignaa (Jontact Lenses Hor Astigmatism By
BAUSCH & LOMB and HYDROCUHVF

Here's everything you need to organize, write, hie. and
print, including:
■ the Kaypro 2X portable computer
■ the Kaypro letter-quality printer
■ software valued at S3000 FREE — word
processing, database management, file
merging, spreadsheets, and more
Exclusive Offer to Educators:
Purchase this Kaypro computer system with special
6 9% financing or receive a SI00 gift certificate
Available only from the Lexington Computer Store

Contact Supplies in Office
(/»*
Lei's face it, a daily diet of tasteless
bursprs in shTofoam boxes can turn
TOU into a dull person,

200 S. Second

Go for the fresh alternative! Get a
fresh, delicious Subway sandwich or
salad for a change. You II love it.

SfcPtaJt.- Mmtfar Phone
St.,

^UBtyyiiw*
Sandwiches * Salads

624-9241

U
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Dowtown Riichmond

623-3358
aaatefSMasasi Best
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LEXINGTON

LAKEV1EW PLAZA
2909 Richmond Road
Lexington, 268 1431
STONE SQUARE
2417 Ntchotavtlfe Road
Lexington, 276-4851
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Sports

Lady Eels split meets
with Kentucky, U of L
By Jay "Carey
Sports editor
The university's mens swim team
split meets with Kentucky and
Louisville while the womens team
lost both meets.
The mens team defeated
Louisville in the' Donald Combs
Nalatorium Friday afternoon.
67-43. but lost to the Kentucky
Wildcats on Saturday. 66-39.
The womens team, in the first
year as a separate team from the
men. lost a close meet to I-ouisville
Friday. 60-52. The women lost to
Kentucky on Saturday. 67-46.
"We were really tickled." coach
l.ichty said of the women's
performance against Louisville.
"We felt if we could swim with them
and make a meet of it. it would be
a tremendous boost for us."
He said his mens team "swam
extremely well. We were able to
swim off some - we didn't swim our
strongest swimmers."
The Eels began the meet by
taking first and second in the 400
yard relay.
Members of the first place relay
team, which finished in 3:36.63,
were Ted llansen. Mike Kirsch.
Dave Mercer and Mike Strange.
Then Steve Dial won the 1.000
yard freestyle in 10:03.37 to start

the Kels on their winning way.
Hoffman qualified for the
Mercer won the 50 yard freestyle National Collegiate Athletic
in 22.07 and Hansen won the 200 Association's zone meet with her
yard individual medley in 2:01.54. score on the 3 meter board. She
Mark Kschlimann won the 1 scored 221.44 points.
meter diving competiton with
"She made the NCAA cutoff on
161.17 points and the 3 meter diving the 3 meter." said Lichty.
with 290.25.
Other winners for the womens
The men swept the 200 yard team against U of I. include
butterfly, as Scott Vennefron was Suzanne Echternacht in the 200
first in 1:58.80. Second was Lee yard individual medley and Linda
Robinson, who finished in 2:05.74 Dagen in the 200 yard backstroke.
and Guy Frable was third with a
Echternacht won the medley in
time of 2:07.72.
2:19.72 and Dagen won the
llansen, who was named the Kel backstroke in 2:23.85.
of the Meet, the most valuable
U of L had a slim one point lead,
swimmer award voted on by fellow 53-52 going into the 400 yard
swimmers, also won the 200 yard freestyle relay.
backstroke.
But Saturday against Kentucky,
Bill Reddick won the 500 yard it was a different story.
freestyle and Kirsch won the 200
"They've really got a strong
yard breaststroke.
team." said Lichty of UK. "I'll give
Friday, the womens meet with them credit, they really beat us."
Louisville was up for grabs in the
Only two events were won the
last event.
women,he said.
"It came down to whoever won
Echternacht won the 400 yard
the last relay would win the meet." individual medley in 4:56.91. while
said coach Dan Lichty.
Kim Sween won the 100 yard
U of L won the 400 yard freestyle freestyle in 59.64.
relay and the seven points to go
The mens competition with
with it for the victory.
Kentucky was much of the same.
Karen Hoffman won both the 1
"They've probably have the
meter and 3 meter diving events for strongest team they've ever had."
the Eels, and was named Eel of the Lichty said. "Bui they're still not in
meet.
contention for the SEC title. The

Cdcr.dc edit OVC "***>*
By Jay Cwrey
Sports editor
The Colonel mens basketball team
split two Ohio Valley Conference
games in Ohio over the weekend,
and lost to former conference foe,
Western Kentucky.
The Colonels lost to Western at
Bowling Green, but went on defeat
the University of Akron Saturday,
before losing in overtime to
Youngstown State.
After splitting the two conference
games, the Colonels are now 6-4 in
t he OVC, 12-11 overall. There are in
third place, trailing Murray State
and Tennessee Tech.
Against WKU. sophomore Tony
I'arris showed a glimpse of his
former self before his ankle sprain,
scoring 21 points against Western,
but the Colonels lost. 66-59.
"For the first time since his injury

thr
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Max Good. Colonel basketball
coach.
"The difference in that game was
their size -their bulk inside." said
Good.
Good said the big men for the
Colonels. John Primm and Phil Hill,
were forced to play much of the
game with four fouls.
Saturday night the Colonels
invaded Akron, and held a 12 point
halftime advantage.
Good said the Zips made a close
game of it before the Colonels finally
won. 61-55.
"In that game we were felt
comfortable, but then they had a
spurt to cut it to three, then we had
a spurt to make it 12 points again."
Good said.
It was then the Colonels missed
the first shot of four consecutive

wiic'...... uues, unu both Minis ot a
two point foul.
"They got back in the game, but
we finally made some foul shots in
the last 30 seconds to put us up by
five or six."
Monday night the Colonels lost
their fourth OVC game, an overtime
affair with Younstown State. 61-60.
It was the second overtime loss in
two overtime games this year for
the Colonels, who have lost their
four conference games by a total of
six points.
Saturday night the Colonels will
host Tennessee Tech, which
defeated the Colonels in Cookeville,
Ti'iin . by one, and will host Middle
Tennessee Monday night. MTSU
beat the Colonels by two in
Murfreesboro, Tenn., on the same
road trip.

ogress photo/Jay Carey

Women swimmers begin 100 yard freestyle
Southeastern
Conference
is
probably the strongest conference
around."
The Colonels men won three
events against the Wildcats.

including the 400 yard medley relay.
The team of Hansen. Kirsch.
Mercer and Strange, which won the
same event againt U of L. won in
3:34.66. nearly four seconds faster

than Friday.
Strange also won the 50 yard
freestyle, in 22.36 seconds, while
Eschlimann won the 1 meter diving
with 279.60.

Lady Colonels win three
By Mike Marsee
Staff writer
A very tiring road trip for the
'

|
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last weekend.
Wins over Cleveland State.
Akron, and Youngstown State sent
the Lady Colonels farther on, their
way toward their winningest season
ever. They now carry a 17-6 record
overall.
With the two Ohio Valley
Conference wins. Dianne Murphy's
team took over third place in the
OVC with a 7-3 mark. They lead
fourth place Morehead State by one
game with four games remaining.
One week ago. the l.ady Coloneis
began the trip intending to
concentrate on their strengths,
defense, rebounding, and the
transition game. Those came
together very well as they rolled
over Cleveland State 70-47.
Murphy was pleased with her
team's defensive play, as well as the
way they executed their running

In the year 2010, the rest
of the copying world will
be offering the services you
can get today at Kinko's
because of ...Futurecopy.

game. "We were able to get back
into our style of play." she said.
Tina Cottle led the I^dy Colonels
in

-*
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middle game of the trip.
Fletcher finished with a seasonhigh 32 points, shooting 13 of 24

{XtlXLLW '
„i„ul.s. ;\ugela heraaH to win MM game.
Fletcher contributed 10 points and
The Lady Colonels moved on to
10 rebounds. Van Marshel played Youngstown State Monday, where
her best game of the year, according after a sluggish first half, they
to Murphy, scoring nine points.
defeated the Penguins 80-69.
The Lady Colonels jumped on Youngstown State held a lead as
Akron early Saturday, opening a 20 large as eight points, and led 35-33
point lead with 5:54 to go in the first at intermission.
half. They held a 33-19 advantage at
"We didn't panic." Murphy said.
halftime.
She added that the team may have
Early in the second half. Lori been tired from the long trip. She
Hines took a charging foul and fell said the Lady Colonels took over on
U> the floor. She was taken to a local the boards in the second half. They
hospital with a head injury, but was outrebounded the Penguins 26-16 in
well and ready for action by the next the second half.
game. Fletcher took over for the
Hines came back from Saturday's
injured Hines and caught fire.
fall to score 19 points, while Marcia
Fletcher and the Lady Colonels Hancy and Cottle picked up 12 each.
held off an Akron rally and went on But it was Fletcher who led the
to defeat the Zips 71-54 in the team once again, this time with 22.

Test yourself.
Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, no-white, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?

Beautiful color "2010"
movie poster FREE.
Just for visiting Kinko's.

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

kinko's
Open early, open late, open weekends.
The Futurecopy Place

University Shopping Cente
1 Eastern By Pass, Richmond
(606) 624-0237;"
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MAR-TAN OPTICAL

The Eastern Progress
Now Has Openings For
Staff Photographers
Previous Experience Helpful.
But Not Necessary

IrttroducirigSofoobr^^

Leases In Colors.

■

Thc\ n tho em vou with v. HI ,i been hom with Sotkxilxr-. B\ i jhaVision Care

If You're Interested. Come See Us
In Room 117 Oi The Donovan Annex

Vr. Marion (Roberts

For More Information Contact:

Optometrist

Rex Boggs At 622-1872
Or Marilyn Bailey At 6221880

205/2 Geri Lane
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

623-6643

Wham Students Am Made To Fool At Home
SOB Qeri Lane

6E3- ■4E67
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Laird McLean
high jumps
for Colonels

Snow causes
difficult times

As 1 sit here writing this column,
there is a thunderous snowstorm
raging outside these bleak walls.
Walking becomes even more
By Rebecca Bottoms
difficult as the snow drifts start to
l.ichmond he was on a track
Staff writer
scholarship. He now competes with
pile up higher and higher.
Most students come from other the team for personal enjoyment, he
It all brings to mind a particular
Kentucky cities to attend the said.
saying.
university. Others come from other
According to Tim Moore,
Rain, rain go away, come again
states. Laird McLean came from
assistant track coach, McLean adds
another day.
another country.
McLean, a senior member of the much depth to the team. "He's our
Whoever said this during a
men's track team, hails from number one high jumper right
thunderstorm over the summer -now,"
Moore
said.
Toronto. Canada, to compete in the
wishing they could have a nice clear,
Ohio Valley Conference.
McLean's best high jump,
warm summer day - ought to be
McLean attended Cardinal - according to Moore, was seven feet.
shot, no make that hanged.
Newman High School in Toronto
"The record for the high jump is
Why?
before coming to the university. He seven feet four 1/4 inches," said
Because that rain certainly came
played many sports in high school, Moore.
back, but on this day. it was so cold
McLean said he likes his
including basketball, soccer and
it snowed, and snowed.
volleyball.
teammates and gets along well with
Of course. I'm talking about
coach
Moore.
"Coach
Erdmann
is
a
He said there were many reasons
Tuesday.
McLean decided to attend the good coach, but he's very distant
Wasn't that wind and blowing
university. He said one was because and businesslike." he said.
snow just awesome? What a great
the student athletes are treated
According to McLean there are
show of force by the elements.
very well here.
many differences between Canada
Actually, the snow doesn't seem
"I like the education program, it's and Kentucky. "One big difference
to bother me that much.
Progresr
nnoto/Rob
Catt
is
the
scholarships.
In
Canada
there
very business like," said McLean.
Perhaps being a Buckeye. I've
He said another reason was the are no scholarships," McLean said. Laird McLean practices high jump
become used to harsh winters.
quality of the track program. "The
He said he turned down three major. McLean said he spends most he would pursue a future which
The great conglomeration of
team is good and has a lot of other scholarships when he chose
of his spare time studying.
included track. "Right now I'm white powder makes the landscape
talent," he said.
the university.
planning to find a job within my more appealing.
When he first arrived in
A recreation administration
McLean said he doubts whether major," he said.
And look at those snow drifts, you
can't say they aren't at least eyeopening - if you're not snow blind,
that is.
Though I must admit, it can be
By Mike Mi
well.
said of the staff.
quite an inconvenience at times.
team."
Staff writer
Monday night, these four will be
Another saying just popped into
"She's the best defensive post She said her finest moment here was
As another basketball season honored on Senior Night at the player I've ever coached," said playing the first game of the season. my mind.
'lears its end, it is time for the
"It felt good to be back at home."
Haney, a forward from Bedford, Murphy.
seniors to reflect on their careers is called a "blue-collar" player by
Brady gave the staff credit for her she said.
and consider their futures. Such is Murphy.
After one more semester. Hines
fortunes, saying, "They have taught
the case with the Lady Colonels.
Murphy said although Haney me to find within myself the hopes eventually establish a career
Tho T nrlv fn!rmn1« rfmlH wn|J rip docsT^'♦ "»«>"' to he a typical cnnnhilif ieo thnt «r" fhoro "
in advertising.
Scores of o^ker rifle "teams in the

Senior women reflect on careers

Playing
the field

Jay Carey
Neither rain, sleet, snow nor dead
of night . . .
I realize that generally applies to
mailmen, but I think journalists
ought to be able to borrow that
phrase.
Walking back from the Greg
Adams Tennis Building Tuesday
afternoon, I plowed through sni-v
drifts knee-deep.
I finally made my way to Alumni
Coliseum, and while wai'.ing outside
an office, a brilliant thought struck
me.
"Get the snow out of your boots
before it melts."
The only problem was my streak
of brilliance was a little too late.
Both my socks and boots were soaked. Not to mention my blue jeans they were wet from the knees down.
One thing I 'm sure most of us can
agree on. The snow looks great
when you're sitting at home in front
of a fire and looking out the window.
But if you have to walk across
campus -- forget it.

Riflers second in OVC

HIUlll. ,J

17-6 overall and expecting a bM in
in next month's Ohio Valley
Conference tournament. It has
certainly been a season to be proud.
Yet in the midst of all the
celebration, the four seniors must be
feeling a little sadness now and
then, knowing that their final
college season will end within weeks,
and that within months they will
change their lives entirely.
. Two of them. Shannon Brady and
Marcia Haney, have spent their
entire college careers at the university. Two others, Tina Cottle and
Lori Mines arrived later, but have
been here long enough to fit into
Coach Dianne Murphy's program

"Marcia is concerned more with
who wins the game than with who
gets the credit." Murphy said.
Haney credits Murphy and her
staff with letting her know what her
role as a player is, and working on
the weaknesses in her game.
Haney said being at the
university has taught her about selfdiscipline and how to manage time.
Another of Murphy's blue-collar
players is Brady, a Louisville native
who has played all the frontline
positions. Murphy said she has
achieved her success through hard
work and dedication, and is
"concerned with the success of our

-ni--

she ia stifil looking tm m
perhaps
in
an
upcoming
tournament
Hines, a guard from Somerset,
transferred to the university this
season from East Tennessee State,
where she was a three year starter.
Her high school team, Pulaski
County,
won
the
state
championship in 1982.
"I don't know where our program
would be without Lori Hines,"
Murphy said She said Hines filled
a gap left when three point guards
graduated after last season, and
called her a "true point guard."
"They've really given me a lot of
freedom to play my game." Hines

•°<t*r«ML awn1 -

made our program from an average
team into a conference contender,"
Murphy said. She added that Cottle
doesn't say much, but "her physical
presence on the court says it all."
Cottle said she learned the
importance of a good education
here, and as a player, she said
Murphy has taught her "step-bystep." She plans to get a degree in
recreation.
Murphy said she will miss the
four seniors. "All four of them are
winners," she added. A possible
OVC title and bid the NCAA
tournament might well be a fitting
tribute to their efforts.

points, while Murray's second team

^Muce^Lsr.'a se.,.or>uvaiiMoie tnis week.
According to rifle coach Capt. Colonels, won the OVC individual
Michael McNamara, the Colonel smallbore title with 1.170 points.
shooters were second in the OVC,
Murray State's Patti Spurgin, the
behind Tennessee Tech.
Olympic air rifle gold medalist, won
McNamara said the Colonels shot the OVC air rifle competition with
4.625 in the small bore competition 391.
Over the past weekend, the
and 1,151 in the air rifle for a
Colonels came in third at Murray
combined score of 6,140.
TTU won the OVC with a total of State with 6,107.
6,151 points. Tennesee Tech shot
Bender again led the Colonels in
4.623 in the small bore and 1,628 in the smallbore competition with
1,162, and tied with two other
the air rifle competition.
The Colonels outscored Murray Colonels for the team high air rifle
State's No. 1 team by one point, score.
6.140 to 6.139.
Bender, Dave Passmore and
MSU's first team shot 4,597 small Suzanne Keefe all shot 378 in the air
bore and 1,542 air rifle for 6.139 rifle.

••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CVRiley's Pub,
SPECIALS
Tuesday: 1 for I
Wednesday: Ladies Night
FRIDAY: 3 FOR I 58 p.m.

Saturday: $1 Pitchers

If You Like to Dance,
You'll Love O'Riley's
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Photos By
*
REX BOGGS
Official Classmate Photographer
Eastern Kentucky University
Denise is a Senior majoring in Elementary Education. She ia modeling a romper cover-up by
SASSAFRAS' ,
(Promotional Considerations By: WENDY'S. BLUE-GRASS COCA-COI-A. LONG JOHN SILVERS. *
J. SUITER'S MILL. MR. GATTI'S. CREATIVE ARTS by SHERRI. MADISON FLOWER SHOP.
RICHMOND BANK. C 4 H RAUCH JEWELERS. WESTERN STEER k THE COMMONWEALTH *
OF KENTUCKY.)
Application* for CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH are available at Studio 27.
SASSAFRAS9 is a registered trademark.

*

Sponsored By:
455 EASTERN

HOURS

• BY PASS

UDIO

SHOPPERS
VILLAGE

*

Mon Sal
10 am lo9p m
Sun

RICHMOND
KENTUCKY

i 6 o fn

Phone
6242727

Cla-mutr U.S.A.. Inttmational Itratlquartirt

4SS Eaitrm By Pa,3

Richmond, KY. 4047S

*
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1606)624 2727
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*
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Mike Strange
anchors relays

Colonel netters
win first match
By Jay Carey
Sport editor
The university mens tennis team
opened its season with a victory,
t hen lost two dual matches this past
weekend.
According to coach Tom Higgins.
the Colonels defeated Bellarmine
College 7-2 in match play Saturday
in the dreg Adams Tennis Building.
Chris Smith lost to Chuck Kueff
4-6. 7-5. 6-7. in the number oneseeded singles, while Chris Brown
was defeated by David Rueff 5-7.
6-3. 5-7.
Chuck Jody got the first win for
the Colonels in third ranked singles
Rlay. a 6-3. 6-1 victory over Jeff
nott. Scott Patrick defeated
Bellarmine's fourth-seeded Thad
Keal 6-2. 6-2. while Colonel Brian
Marcum beat Tim Sturgeon 6-1.6-1
in the fifth-ranked singles play.

By Robin Girg
Staff writer
Mike Strange
enjoys
many
athletic activities
such as snow and
water skiing, but
the one sport in
which he excels in
<ind receives the
most recognition
in is swimming.
Strange is a
member of the Mjke strange
university s swim
team and is an outstanding one at
that, according to coach Dan
l.ichtv
"He is our strongest sprinter."
s;ii<l I.ichty. "He will probably
anchor two of our relays this year.
Strange is from Midway. Tenn..
where he attended Greenville High
School During his high school
years, he lettered in swimming.
He admits that during his senior
year when he was applying at
different universities, he had a
strong interest in Kast Tennessee
Stale.
However, he said a friend who
attended the universitv. Eric Smith.

Leeson in number two singles play.
5-7. 6-7.
Jody lost to Jeff Scolnick 6-1, 6-3
in the third-ranked singles match,
and Patrick lost the matchup of
fourth-seeded players, 2-6. 3-6. to
Paul Ghidotti. Marcum was beaten
in the fifth singles match. 3-6. 5-7.
by
Murphy
Bennetto.
and
Hammons lost to Jim Sandor, MU's
sixth-seeded singles player. 1-6. 1-6.
Brown and Adler lost the firstseeded doubles play to Adler and
Bennetto. 4-6, 4-6. while Smith and
Hammons were defeated in the
second-ranked doubles match. 4-6.
4-6, by Scolnick and I,eeson.
Marcum and Grieves lost to Sandor and Ghidotti. 2-6. 1-6.
Patrick won his fourth-ranked
singles and top-seeded doubles
matches, as the Colonels lost to
East Tennessee State. 7-2.
Smith lost the top-ranked singles
competition to Hans Akin. 3-6. 4-6.
and Brown lost the second-seeded
match to Bry«n Woodward. 2-6, 6-7.
Jody was beaten by Shannan
Dunkin. 0-6. 6-7, in the third singles
match, while Patrick beat Robert
Hurt, 4-6. 7-6. 6-1. Marcum lost to
Jeff Wilson, 3-6, 0-6. while
Hammons was defeated by George
Samuel 3-6, 2-6.

Todd Hammons won the sixth
ranged singles play, 6-0. 6-2. over
BC's Vince Cameron.
In the top-ranked doubles
competition. Patrick and Brown
defeated the Rueff brothers 6-4. 6-1.
while Smith and Hammons beat
Knott and Sturgeon 6-3. 6-1 in the
second-seeded doubles. Marcum and
John Grieve won the third-seeded
doubles. 6-3, 6-1, over Keal and
Tinker.
Brown and Patrick lost to Dunkm
Miami University of Ohio soundly and Woodward 6-7. 7-6. 4-6, while
defeated the Colonels 9-0.
Smith and Hammons lost the
•Smith lost the first-seeded singles second match to Akin and Wilson.
competition to Carl Adler. 4-6, 2-6, 4-6. 4-6. Grieve and Marcum lost to
..hile Brown was defeated by Todd Hurt and Hall, 6-4. 2-6, 2-6.

Serving it up right

Bonn-.

Jeannie Waldron. a junior nursing major from Dayton. Ohio, serves in
a scrimmage meet against Carson-Newman College in the (ireg Adams
Building earlier this week. The women's tennis team will host a
tournament next weekend with Kentucky. Ohio State. Miami of Ohio
Illinois State. West Virginia. Wake Forrest and the University of Illinois.

team wine /ic///«.«#«#;—*/
..«.,—
By'Jay Carey
scored 02 point.; and
Sports editor
University scored 23.
Jackie Humphrey scored in five
Erdmann said Ohio State took a
events to help the university's 20-point lead, but got back in the
womens track team win the Ohio hunt when the university's women
State Indoor Invitational this past swept the 55-meter hurdles.
weekend.
Humphrey, a freshman, won the
According to track coach Rick 55-meter hurdles in 8.10 seconds
Erdmann. the university's womens and was second in the long jump
team totalled 168 points in the with a leap of 18-1 J/«. Donna Schue
invitational.
won the long jump with a distance
Ohio State was second with 136 of 18- 5'/i.
points, followed by Miami
Linda Dowdy was second in the
University of Ohio with 96 and 55-meter hurdles with a time of 8.35
Kentucky with 56. Kent State seconds, followed bv another

i oiond. Pracj Webb, at 8.69.
Rose Gilmore set a school record
in the 55-meter dash, replacing her
own school mark of 6.9H seconds
with a time of 6.93>
Gilmore. along with Linda Frye.
Charmaine Byer and Webb, won the
4 ' 200 meter realy in 1:42.5. Byer
also won the 400 dash in 58.08
seconds.
Pam Raglin won the 1.000 meter
run in three minutes flat, while
Marilyn Johnson was second in the
800-meter run.
Janice Gibson won the pentathlon

with a total of 3.216 points. Truci
t'oleman of Kent State' wu* second
wiiha total of 2.920 points.
Edith Childre.ss set a French
Fieldhouse record with a triple jump

of 39-11.
"We've heiii n the Missouri
Valley conference champions, the
Mid-American
Conference
champions and lour Big Ten teams
I his year." Erdmann said.
Me said the mens team will
participate in the OSU mens
Invitational this weekend.

'COVE'IS' Bouquets

FLORIST & GIFT SHOP

ufl
wvei Liiiuomna.. ..
schools and track clubs participated
in those relavs last VOW THn
Domino's Relays are billed as one of
the first major outdoor meets of the
season.
Over the past few years, the
university's track teams have won
two relays at the Domino's meet.
In 1982. the Colonel men won the
I 200 meter relav with a time of
1:23.
In 1983. Erdmann's 4 100 meter
relay defeated a couple of
powerhouses. North Carolina State
and Florida State, to win in 39.91.

hove a SINGING CUPID & FREE DELIVERY &■
jpecio' Hciiq'jels You Won't Woo* 'oMc.il
VVP

Fit im'J^^^

^ introducing U
Teiefhm's Ll

823 East Main Street
623-4998

* j

mfi
1
4

Bououets. EM

We're Looking For

Mr. B's
Rock-n-Roll Gal
FEBRUARY 1985
r
i

Domino's- Pizza. 119 Collins St..
will donate $1 for every pizza sold
on the weekend of February 14-17
to help send the university's mens
and womens track teams to the
Domino's hVelays in Talliiha«<">«>_

That time was the the 15th fastest
400-meter relay time in the world
that year.
. "We have been very successful at
the Domino's meet in the past and
I believe the group of young people
•

..

.i

•

Mr. B's Rock n Roll Gal
Name
Address
Age

Hometown
Major

Year in School

Likes
Dislikes
Hobbies/Interest
Phone
Apply In Ptrs.n Only
Mr.B's

.v*.

Ha

Cell t24-',2lS to order your
Valentine Specie/ Bouquet TodoyI

6Q4-1Q18

'■<

-».-,.»>t;->i

A

have had. r.rciinann saiu.
"We are greatly appreciative of
Domino s lor helping"delray sonn- ol
our travel costs and I hope the EKU
student body returns the favor." he
said.
"Sponsorship of this track meet
is a natural for Domino's Pizza."
said Bob Werdman. local Domino's
manager.
"EKU has been very good to us."
he said. "We would like to show our
thanks for its support by raising
money for their track teams to
participate in this outstanding
event."

Jackie's Balloons & Dolls

KELLY'S

■

Pizza parlor donates
share of earnings

Soy "Happy Valentine's Day" with Balloons trcm

Starting at $12.50

i
i

helped Strange make his decision to
come here instead.
"I came down here for swim team
banquet with Erie." Strange said.
"After I met the coaches and the
rest of the team I decided this was
the school for me."
He said he hasn't regretted the
choice.
"I don't think I could have made
a better decision." he said.
Strange anchored the 400 yard
medley relay, and led the relay team
to wins over Louisville and Kentucky this past weekend.
He also won the 50 yard freestyle
against UK.
Strange is a junior majoring in
computer science with a statistics
minor. But his busy class load does
not deter him from practicing at
least 10 hours a week.
Whereas basketball and football
have separate seasons, the swim
team competes all year round.
Strange said the fall semester is not
as strenous and time-consuming as
the spring semester.
He added the first semester is
mostly a time to build up and work
on strokes, with very few meets
scheduled.

Bluegrats
Village

(Behind
Pineopple Patch

Ant hove a great Mnrctlon o(
Volentine Mugs. Roggedy Ann £
Andy. Bears. Bears in Baskets,
Cindy. Clipboards, and many
other gift items including Personalized Sw. atshirtsl
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Counseling jobs
open in summer

Banquet
to honor
retirees
An honor banquet in April will
bring to a close the academic careers
of 12 university faculty members.
The annual banquet recognizes
retiring
teachers
and
administrators.
The retiring faculty members will
receive an engraved silver tray at
I In' ceremony.
The most notable of the retiring
fatuity is former university
president Dr. J.C. Powell.
Although his retirement officially
I" i:;n] June 30. 1984. he will be
honored al this year's banquet.
Doug Whitlock, assistant to
university president Dr. H. Manly
Funderburk. said the banquet is one
way that the university shows its
gratitude to the faculty.
Ketiring from the English
department are Ivol G. Parker and
Kdith 1.. Williams.
|
Raymond Garrard and Howard
Harkina are both retiring from the
Physical Plant.
Other retirees being honored at
the April banquet will be: Grace
Gatwood from Academic Support
and Undergraduate Studies; John
C. Williams of the Department of
Biological Science; J.W. Stocker of
ihe Department of Agriculture;
Mabel < Yiswell. director of housing:
Joy Stone of the Office of Student
Financial Assistance; Juanita
Phillips from the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction; and
Suzanne N. Friedman of the
Department of Anthropology.
Sociology and Social Work.
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Snow art
The campus became a work of art of sorts as the past week's winter storm dumped about five inches of snow
m Richmond A lone person walks near the Powell Building where snow coveted the steps and trees.

News capsule
Dance class offered
for 2 hours credit
PHE 300, social folk and square
dancing, is being offered this
semester for two hours credit.
The class began Monday, but

there is still time to register through
Friday at the registration center in
the Combs Building.
The course is taught by Virginia
J inks in the Weaver Dance Studio
at 10:30 on Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays.

AHN study lab
has new hours
The College of Allied Health and
Nursing has changed the hours for
the Independent Study Lab in

According to Thompson, each
counselor will be assigned about 10
students to tutor and help with an>
problems that may occur.
The counselors will live in the
dorms with the students. While the
students are in classes during the
day. counselors will be free, but
usually busy at night.
Four in.iles and four females are
needed.
McCleese said the job of counselor
is an extremely important position
because they must act as RAs and
enforce the university's rules and
regulations and lie role models for
the students.
Counselors receive free room and
board, food and are paid $150 a
week. Counselors may not take
classes, but they can earn co-op
credit.
Any students wanting to apply
for a position must fill out an
application and list three professors
as references. Applicants are then
interviewed
by
McCleese.
Thompson and Cindy Hall
counselor-academic coordinator.
The professors will be contacted"
and asked for recommendations on
the students.
Applicants should be upper-level
or graduate students and have a
cumulative grade point average of
2.5.
The first scheduled interviews are
the week after spring break and will
Rowlett 310.
last about 25 minutes. Usually a
They are now as follows:
group of students are recalled for a
Monday through Thursday - 7:30'
second interview to see how they
a.m. to 7 p.m.
interact as a group.
•
Friday -- 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Applicants are given a situation
Sunday -- 4 to 8 p.m.
to see how they would react and
The lab is closed on Saturdays.
handle a, given problem, added
McCleese.
:

By Robert B. McCormark
SUff writer
Summer counseling positions
available for-university students in
the Upward Bound program,
according to Robert Mcleese,
director of the program.
Upward Bound is federally
funded program through the
Department of Education in
Washington
D.C.
and was
established at the university during
the 1965-1966 school year.
"The program is to help high
school youth with college potential
receive a post secondary education."
said Beth Thompson, assistant
director of the program.
About 100 students from
Madison. Garrard, Lincoln, Casey.
Powell, Wolfe. Jackson. Estill and
Lee counties will enroll in the
program that lasts six weeks from
June to July.

Library observe*
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Dean oi ivlen cum
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the Dean of Women and Student
Life.
The final step is submitting the
names of those selected to Dr. Jack
Culross. Dean of academic support
and undergraduate studies, for pay
purposes.
Of the large number of students
that attend the university, only
about 50 people will apply for the
Students who wish to become position of counselor, said
resident assistants for the 1985-86 Thompson.
school year may pick up applicaAnyone
seeking
further
tions in 212 Coates Building information may contact the
through _Feb. 15.
Upward Bound program in Room
Students do not have to qualify 423 of the Begiey Building or call
for work/study to be RAs.
622-1080.

The John Grant Crabbe Library
will be closed Feb. 16 and Feb. 17
in observation of President's Day.
The library will reopen at 6 p.m.
Feb. 18 and remain open until 10
p.m. with late study open.

Resident assistant
forms available

A
1)1 ALA-BIBLE MOMENT,
messages
change
daily.
Ii212127.

RECORDSMITH pays CASH
for USED rock albums in excellent condition.

I In- ( .inipiis Style Shop will
lit
i ,m\ other salon coupon
We are here to serve the student

12-inch DANCE SINGLES 2 for
S8.99 at RECORDSMITH.
623-5058.

I..'.' I IN:,.
JEFF and Daddy, We Love
You! Sonia and Jessica.
To Nancy: Happy Valentines
Day! Love Don.
Transportation to Renf ro Valley
Jamboree. Opening March 2.
For more information call:
6211-7117.
Happy Valentines Day James!
Love Mat tie.
Make Reservations For FORT
LAUDERDALE For Spring
Break. 28 People Accepted Call: 623 7117.
FAT? UNHAPPY? Tired of
dragging around that extra
?5lbs? Please call me. I can help
vou. Colleen McGrady 622-6114.
Wishing You a Happy Valentines Day from Vee Ann's 266 E.
Main.
Happy Valentines Day BoxerBuddies!
We
Love
You
Gamogrini.
NEW BUTTONS from Bruce,
Prince, Frankie, Wham, Kiss &
Madonna. RECORDSM1TH.
THE FIRM Featuring Jimmy
Page is now available at
RECORDSM1TH.
WORSHIP WITH US al the
CHURCH or CHRIST. 2MN.
2nd Si. Sunday: Bible class »:'«>
lt.ni . Morning Worship 10:2(1
a.m.. Evening (fcOO p.m.. Wednes
iia\ 7:(KI p.m. For transports
lion (12.J-2515. 621-2218.
CASH - We Buy or Loan Money
On Gold, Diamonds, TV's.
Guns. Movie Projectors, Electric Typewriters, Binoculars,*
Power Tools, Sewing Machines,
Guitars, Class Rings, Etc.
Johnson Diamond Exchange,
717 Big Hill Ave. - 'Next to
rimthersi 623-4535.

COMPACT DISC RENTAL.
Totally new affordable concept
now from RECORDSMITH.
623-5058.
SPRING BREAK HURRY!
South Padre and Steamboat are
sold out - but there is still a little space left at Daytona Beach
starting at $78, Mustang
Island/Port Arkansas for $119
and Corpus Christi at $79.
DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER
- CALL SUNCHASE TOURS
TODAY
TOLL
FREE
1-800-321-5911 or contact your
local campus representative or
travel agency. HURRY!
DAVID SHANKLAND - You
are the finest man in the whole
world, and I'm so glad you're
mine, Valentine! -Love Deb.
VALENTINES DAY PARTY
TONIGHT: It's 2-by-2 Night at
the ARK.
Two get in for SI.50 tonight at
the ARK.
We, the servants of the Klingon
Empire denounce the Federations claim of the moon. I, ambassador Nosnid, formally
declare this in the name of the
Klingon Empire. By the way,
James Kirk and Mr. Spock have
never been where any man has
gone before!
Mia, Mark & Mary One Helluva
Family. Happy Valentines Day!.
\ II.IIIIIII.II rollipilHN i'i Lev
illgllHI. KY is needing help
unloading Irurk* Monday
I rida.x
I here lire lour shills
..xailiihli
I: I."mm
"villain.
ILillliim
'MJUpill.. V:'0|>m
-HMpm. and Il.:»i|ni. 'MNkini
All sliidents mi.ile ol lemiilel .ire
eneoiiriiged to nppl.v. Piixiiiu
SN.IMI hr Apply at: l)e|)iirlineni
lor Employ nieiil Services oilier
:t(NI S. I pprr Si in lesiimnni

Window Office
Available Fbr Upwardly
Mobile Young Executive.
A window office like this is waiting for you as a pilot in the Navy.
You may fly anything from the
■ y ^\
latest jets to helicopters.
V
Whatever your window office,
it comes with a clear view of
a bright future.
As a Navy officer, you get
leadership and management
responsibility fast. As a Navy
pilot, you get all the flight
training, navigation and
aerodynamics know-how you
need to make that responsibility pay off.
It's a big challenge with big rewards. First of all, you're a Navy pilot.
And after only four years you'll be earning over $30,000. Plus there is
an outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid vacation earned each
year, low-cost life insurance, and many tax-free allowances.
To qualify, you must have a BS or a BA, be 28 or younger, pass
aptitude and physical exams, qualify for security clearance and be
willing to relocate. U.S. citizenship is required.
Send Resume To:

/

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
600 FEDERAL PLACE
LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY 40202
Navy Officer Representatives will on campus Feb. 19-20.
Contact E.K.U. Placement Office For Interview Times.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast
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Help available on campus

areas

Alcohol abuse
By Don Lowe
Managtag editor
With the formation of such
groups as SADD (Students Against
Drunk Driving) and new projects
such as the designated driver
program, alcohol abuse and alcohol
awareness seem to be on the minds
of many college students.
According to Dr. Calvin Tolar.
director of the university's
counseling center, alcohol abuse is
not a limited problem but one that
is common across the United States.
Tolar said the problem does exist
at the university but that the
counseling center treats very few
students for alcohol abuse.
"Very seldom will a student walk
into our offices and asked to be
treated for alcohol abuse." he said.
"They do. however, often bring up
alcohol as a problem in their
counseling sessions."
Most people are not inclined to admit ualcohol abuse as a problem,
said Tolar.
"Drinking is a symptom of a selfdefeating type of behavior, a selfdestruction or some type of
avoidance of personal problems," he
explained.
"Often these people are suffering
from shyness, a fear of failure or
they are just a compulsive type." he
said. "What we do is try to get at
the root of the problem and see what
it means.
"It often calls for us to try and get
the person to be more outgoing."
Tolar said the role of the therapist
calls for helping the person to
become aware of their problem and
getting constructive action to be
taken.
•A l«i of tim** it involve (aft inp
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"If drinking is costJa* taem
physically or with relationships.
grades, law enforcement agencies or
university officials, then the person
has a drinking problem."
Tolar said drinking becomes a
problem when it causes the
individual some difficulties they
don't want to have aari thoae>
difficulties are hurting them in some
way.
He also said that drinking doesn't

necessitate a drinking problem.
':. "It bother* me when anyone
Wipe all UaaOaople who drink ,n!*
• problem category." he said. ' Oi
course, that fan t true.
" "There are responsible ways to
drink and ••Joy it."
Tolar said responsible drinking
would include not drinking
excessive asnounts where it does net
hamper the individual's life in any
way.

- Tolar said if someone feels he or
she has a drinking problem, the first
thing to do is to seek some type of
help
"The counseling center would be
a good place to start, or the
university psychiatrist or a group
such as AA." he said.
The counseling center is located in
Ellendale Hall and is free for
student use

Mulebarn policy clarified
By Don Lewe
Managing editor
Consumption
of
alcoholic
beverages at the university is
prohibited
by
untyersity
regulations.
Recently, however, thaw has bean
some confusion
sbeut
the
regulations
concerning
one
university-used facility, the
Mulebarn at Arlington.
According to Dr. Skip Daughtery.
director of student activities, many
organizations were unsure of the
alcohol policy for the Mulebarn.
Daughtery said the Mulebarn is
exempt from university regulations
Corning alcohol consumption
auae it is owned by the private
Arlington Foundation and not by
the university.
University policy, as stated in the
Student Handbook, is as follows:
"Regulations affecting the student
as a member of the university
community applpy to a student

differs since the building is not owned by the university.
However.
according
to
Daughtery. Kentucky state law still
applies.
"All organizations are responsible
for upholding state laws when they
rant the Mulebarn," he said. "It's
up to the individual organizations as
to how they uphold the law, but
they must adhere to the rules."
In a recent letter to all university
organisation presidents. Daugherty
wrote: "Alcohol is permitted at the
Mule Barn. However, it is not to be

sold and its use must be in
compliance with Kentucky State
Law KRS (Kentucky Revised
Statute) 244.085."
KRS 244.085 states no person
under 21 years of age shall possess
for his or her own use .... any
alcoholic beverages.
Daughtery said he wrote the letter because of the barrage of questions he was receiving about the
policy, not because of any particular
incident.
'"I see an increased awareness of
alcohol abuse and its ramifications."
he said.

Downhill bedding

Proaress Dhoto/James Morris

Methods (or sledding can take all forms Some people use old inner tubes,
some use garbage can lids some even use sleds. This group of university
baseball players used a mattress to slide down the hill near the Donovan

Annex

Depression topic of history seminar
_

PiUgieee staff report
The great depression in Kentucky
will be the topic of the university's
listory Symposium on
third annual Hi-

pose those who are interested to
writings about the 1930s.
"There hasn't been much written
on the 1930s in Kentucky. We hope
to stimulate people to write about,"

-

Keen Johnson in the Thirties:
publisher, party secretary and
candidate.
John Herchenroeder. a retired
editor of The pouilvilU Courier-

T1.

- •

— I,-, o

photo archival materials.
Ellis said the speakers were
choosen from those who hud
responded to an ad in history journals, attended previous meetings or
who were known in the state for
«-L

■
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themselves.
Tolar said severe cases of
alcoholism would, for the roost part,
be referred to an organization
geared specifically toward that
problem.
However, not all the cases would
be referred.
"Alcoholics Anonymous would be
a wise choice in many cases. They
have the highest success rate In
treating alcohol abuse.
Tolar said an individual has a
problem with alcohol when drinking
causes them any type of difficulties.

classroom, on unrver
in university housing, la an
organizational
al meeting'
meeting«nfi; a class
or organization."
One of the offenses "which may
arise in the student's uiaiionehip as
a member of the university
community" is:

discussed the Frograeaive fcra. We
like to move in a certain direction for
the benefit of the pertiripents." said
Dr. WiBaas Ellis, professor of
battery and one of the symposium's
•rganizers.
' Etaw Man1 the symposium is to ex

"Possessing or consuming
alcholic beverages on or i* the
university property at jy'tow,
except as specifically aoM
i for
academic or research j
The Mulebarn situation«

Buy One PIZZA |
Get one FREE! ■

I'aui lanM.-^grfpitrt
FCVireu '.lencUcnV...
sponsored by the History Departtale official.
official, wflLexplain
wnJexpla relief proment, will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. state
grams in the depression decade.
in the Perkins Building.
Beverly Brannan of the Library of
Several people will speak,
including Dr. Elizabeth Fraas. Congress in Washington. DC. will
associate professor of mass com- direct a multimedia presentation of
munications, who will speak on Farm Security Administration

. co. ..o oycbiicacung vne Mi
Department at 622-1287.
In conjuction with thS symposium the library will begin a
display Monday of Farm Security
Administration photos taken in
Kentucky during the 1930s.
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Buy any Size Original Round Pizza at
regular price and get the identical pizza
free with this coupon!

Greyhound gives
the Colonels
a break on Spring Break.

I
I
I
623-0771
Mahaffey Drive
I
I 539
(Next To Taco Tico)
I
I
I (T^IE&^@rffiflBffiaaEB|
L
t-nn.UM.tata^u.rrt.fttalltaja.tol
Coupon Expires 2-21-S5

valuable coupon

Congratulations To Our New

Alpha Gamma Delta
Initiates
Jamie Baker
Chrissy Barber
Mary Buchanan
Jennifer Coffman
Martha Jo Kindred
Jamie Lintner
Lana Prater
Teresa Raney
Stephane Shildmeyer
Lynn Sommerfield
Tammy Taylor
Shari Tebault
Michelle Warndorf

Pledges

Re nee Ayers
Amy BrGWrY
Elizabeth Bu
Teresa Ga
Stacy Luetaen
Nancy MarCum
Lori Munsie
Elisa Poe
Mimi Sanders
Maria ^torf
Shann White
Kelly Woodruff

•j ■-

Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound goes.
•$+

..

•

This springbreak, if you and your friends are
thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or
kist home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there.
■ For only $85 or less, round trip.
Starting February 15, all you do is show us your
college student l.D. cardIwrn
when you purchase your
ticket. Your ticket will then be good for travel tor

15 days from the date of purchase.
So this spring break, get a real break. Go anywhere Greyhound goestor $85 or less.
For more informatkin, call Greyhound.
Must present a valid CDBtge student I.I), can! upc m purchase. No<<ner disci writs
apply. Tickets an- m mtransferable and JJ»>d d* trawl ■ m (ireytnund lines. Inc.,
and i ithcf part k ifiatin^ carriers Certain restrictii ins apply. (MB effective
2-1545. Offer limited N< it valid in Canada.

GO GREYHOUND

■_

<• l9HS(irevh«iund lines. Inc.

And leave the driving to us.

ti ■
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What do you think is the perfect
Valentine's Day gift?

People poll

By Chris Niblock

Doc
Rich,
junior,
wildlife
management, Taylor Mill

Bill Hodapp, junior, fire science
engineering, Louisville

"A week of mountain climbing
with Dolly Parton."

"A bottle of Mad Dog Wine and
a gift certificate to the Thrifty
Dutchman."

Lie Phillips, aenior, nursing,
Middletown, Ohio
"A dozen roses, a bottle of wine
and an evening for two in front of
a fireplace."

rtiillips

Rich

Allen Tatum, sophomore, police
administration, Louisville
*
lacum

Hodapp

Dave Nichols, sophomore, police
administration

Lisa Owens, sophomore, physical
education, Cincinnati

"A one way ticket to the Virgin
Islands."

"A romantic evening on The Love
Boat."

Mike Bales, Junior, history and
education, Chattanooga. Tenn.

Rob Proctor, senior, undeclared.
Bregenz, Austria

"I'd like to bump into Sheena
Easton's sugar wall."

Nichols

"To be deserted on a Greek isle
with Phoebe Cates."

Bales

"To be lo3t in the
Mansion."

Owens

Playboy

Proctor

Prabell discusses
book's message
By Darenda Dennis
Staff writer
Father Paul Prabell. director of
the Catholic Newman Center, spoke
to the Philosophy Club Monday
night on "The Message of the Book
of Revelations."
According to Prabell. the Book of
Revelations is one of the most
controversial books in the bible.
Most people interpret the 22nd
chapter as signs or symbols that
give clues to what will happen at the
end of the world.
Prabell said he has quite a
different interpretation.
He said he feels the book says the
"good will be rewarded and the evil
will be punished."
He also said death was not the
end. It was perhaps only the
beginning.
The book of revelations was
written in 96 A.D. by a disciple of
Jesus named John.
Prabell said he saw the book as "a
message of consolation" to the
hardship of those times.
He sees three approaches to the
book of revelations, non-analytical.

taking the words at face value; pre
analytical, open to interpretation;
and analytical, an analysis of the
historical context.
Prabell said many people try to
apply the book of revelations to the
future, what will or might happen,
but he doesn't see it as prophesy on
the future.
"You can't take it literally. The
message gels lost in our own desires
for answers," he said.
Prabell said people have two main
criticisms about the book of
revelations.
The most obvious and most
misunderstood
is
their
interpretation that it guarantees
doom, showing a lot of hate, revenge
and vindictiveness. which he said is
not true.
"He's not punishing the evil. The
evil are punishing themselves and
he is just allowing it to happen."
said Prabell.
He told the audience not to worry
about the end of the world.
"Live for today. What difference
does it make when it (the end)
comes.

40,000 jobs open

Armed forces head list of summer positions
By Ricki Clark
Staff writer
Many students will spend the
summer selling hamburgers 'or
watching over kids playing in
swimming pools, but there are other
ways students can earn money in
the summer.
mi

■

•
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its
"summer hire" program.
The jobs available are classified
into five major groups.
They include: clerical, semiprofessional, wage-grade, students

with degrees and depressed
employment.
The list of summer jobs can be
found in the "Summer Jobs
Announcement 414" available in the
Career Development and Placement
office.
In the booklet, each group of jobs
m

. •

■»•
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"This will increase the availability
of being selected." said Kurt
Zimmerman, director of Career
Development and Placement.
Most of the jobs are in the area of
Washington, D.C.
Zimmerman said the agencies
most likely to be hiring students

the minimum wage of $3.35 to
$10.00 an hour depending on the
group the job is classified in and the
amount of education you have
received.
In fiscal 1983. some 42.033 slots
were filled. The government expects
to fill that many slots agai

I'll.

quaiiucations needed tor the job.
Agriculture.
"Lots and lots of people apply for
Last year, clerical jobs and jobs
these positions. The candidate needs for the needy topped the list of job
to review the bulletin, choose the appointments.
Every position has a salary
jobs he is qualified for and apply for
attached to it. The pay range is from
as many jobs as possible.

"We don't get any reports back
from the government so we are not
sure exactly how many university
students have gotten summer jobs
from the federal government," he
added.
Applicants
must
submit
B<lwt, Vrwn, »."« .nfRft

—.MII imniiaj i ■—laa»iiiggaWMHH
each year and many times we have employment,
to reorder because we run out. I
All forms needed can be picked up
don't know how many students in the CD&P office in the Jones
follow through, but several students Building.
have been involved in this." said
The standard filing period for
Zimmerman.
most iobs is March 15 through'

April 15. 1985. Applicants should
submit an application as early as
possible
for
maximum
consideration. The earliest people
can be hired is May 15 and the job
must end by September 30.
"As in any job. there are many
T^a^W!^RSpaijaaBi
....... ...
relationship to the world of work,"
said Zimmerman.
"They find out what it's like to
work with other people and to have
supervision and direction. All these
factors go into the work place.

520 EASTERN BYPASS
RICHMOND
TWO SAUSAGE
& EGO BISCUITS
FOR $1.39
Served during breakfast hour. This
coupon good at any participating
Herdee* restaurant Of e coupon
par customer, please Customer
mutt pay any sates ia« Not good
m combination with other otters
Please present coupon before
ordering
EXPIRES 2-21-«£

TURKEY CLUB SANDWICH
& REG. FRIES
FOR $1.99
Served during lunch ft d*nne> r>oui
Th.* coupon good at any participating
'He'dees restaurant One coupon
'pe« customer please Cuilomf
must pay any safes la* Not good
•n combineiion «"th Other oHe<t
P1f*»P p'etenl coupon br'o't9

■ «."

EXPIRES 2-21-aS

CONGRA TULA TIONS
NEW INITIATES!

UBttk !Sivem

to*

«?"Je» .*#•>

Suzanne Jj>uda.y
<Pakti £Huton

y&%

cSkcxxi (Cifei
~f\im ^fooaman

Includes a 16". one-item pizza
and 4 (16 01) bottles ol Coke
Additional items available
Oft** e.pres Marcn 1. 1965
One coupon par pizza Otter
good al all participating
localiona

-J\xi±ki cHubtx
JJulU -Lynch
<zrfmy cAHaitin

623-7724

eJxcnct <zNocl
<StcfihanU dxthm
^ennifex <Schu;e.xtzman
cMiclUCCe <Sfoan
Cyndi <£mltn

I
Our dnver* carry I
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DOMINO 5
PIZZA
DELIVERS/
FREE
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Includes a 12" one-iiern pizza
and 2 (16 oz ) bottles ot Coke
Additional items available
Ottai anpiras March 1 1965
One coupon par pizza Offer
good at all participating
locations

includes a 16' one-item pizza
and 4 (16 oz ) bottles of Coke
Addilional items available
Offer e.pires Marcn I, 1965
One coupon per pizza Offer
good at all participating
locations

623-7724

623-7724

n»s Coums

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS*
FREE

119 s Coiims

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Includes e 12". one item pizza
and 2 (16 oz ) bottles of Co*e
Additional items available
Oftei enpires Marcn 1. 1965
One coupon per pizza Offer
good at alt participating
locations
623-7724

119 s Cotuns

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

■
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*Co*e* and "Coca-Cote* ere ragmared trademark* of The Coca-Cola Company
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Venereal disease
can be shown
in many forms

Police beat
The following reports were made
to the Division of Public Safety last
week. This report includes only
Ithose reports involving university
-;i udrnrs and personnel.

Feb. 1:
William Elkina. Commonwealth Hall,
was arrested and charged with being
drunk in a public place, terroristic
threatening and resisting arrest.
Feb. 2:
William Kayatin. Mattox Kail, was arrested and charged with assault in the
fourth degree and public intoxication.
William D. Elliot, Palmer Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana.
William Hoelacher. Palmer Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana.
Timothy Berger, Palmer Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana.
Jan. 4:
Teresa Cherry, Telford Hall, reported
two of her textbooks had been taken
from her room. The were valued at
$46.50.
Sneanne Pattereon. Telford Hall,
reported all four hubcaps had been taken"
from her car while parked in Telford Lot.
They were valued at $400.
Janet HaU. Clay Hall, reported the
passenger window of her car had been
broken out while the car was parked
along Kit Carson Drive. No estimate of
damage was given.
Vicky Updike. Burnam Hall, reported
all four hubcaps had been taken from her
car while narked in Telford I .or TW
were valued at
SBBS5a»aa*"BaBftslHHBS
»
i >..™-.
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reported all four hubcaps had been taken
from her car while parked in along
Madison Drive behind Telford Hail. They
were valued at $200.
l.t. Greg Lemmons. a public safety officer reported four cars had been broken
into in Alumni Coleaeum Lot. Anthony
Lockard. Palmer Hall, said a radar
detector, two pool cues, a cartridge belt
and shells, booster cables, a spotlight
and a tow rope had been taken from his
vehicle. The total value was $296.
Daniel Philips. Dupree Hall, reported
an equalizer, a gallon of antifreeze and
a pair of jumper cables had been taken
from his car. The total was $115.
John Beard, Palmer Hall, reported the
hatchback lock and gasoline tank area of
his car had been damaged. No estimate
of damage was given.
Larry Dunn, Commonwealth HaU,
reported someone had attempted to enter
his car.

from her car while parked in Telford Lot.
They were valued at $200.

The following cases which
appeared in 'PoliceBeaf were filed
at the Madison County District
Court Clerk's Office. The follow-up
is merely a reflection of the ruling
of the judges in each case':
Norman Martin was fined $150 plus
court costs of $47.50 for disorderly
conduct.
Christopher Overberg's arrest for driving under the influence was amended to
driving contrary to the law. He was fin3d $200 plus court costs.
Jerry Anderson was given eight hours
liversion for public intoxication.
Walter Wood's charge for being drunk
in a public place was dismissed.
Charges against Charles Fottlager lor
"•carving stolen property was dismissed.
ii Mark Ford was given eight hours
liversion for public intoxication
Angela Griffin was given 40 hours
liversion for falsely reporting an
ncident.
Melisaa Price was given 40 hours
liversion for falsely reporting an*
ncident.
Charges against James Bauman and
lim Lawlor for harassment were
dismissed.
Charges against David Kathman for
menacing were dismissed.
Daniel Beard was sentenced to 30 dsys
plus a $250 fine plus court costs for theft
by unlawful taking, two counts of receiving stolen property and criminal
mischief.
Pat W. Joles was fined $100 plus court
costs for possession of marijuana*
Larry Crager was fined $200 plus $150
fee and court costs for driving under the
influence.
John Delaocy was fined $200 plus
$150 fee and court costs for driving
under the influence.

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Snow ball

The snowy weathe' has driven most outdoor sports indoors as the baseball
team has hdd to prati • m Alumn Coliseum Eric Zimmerman catches as
Rick Smedley praMm-s his batting skills

Valentine presents

Jan. 7:

Edward Curl. Mattox Hall, reported
five textbooks had been taken from his
desk in Mattox HaU. They were valued
at $100.
Victoria Hamby. Telford Hall,
reported all four hubcaps had been taken

The
Eastern
Progress
Keeps You
Informed Of
Campus Activities
If You Know Of
A Campus Activity
Please Contact Us
At 622-1882
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"Significant Hazards? The
Sommerville DNA Debate)" reflects
the controversey over the building
of a recombinant DNA lab in
Sommerville. Mass
The film shows the debate
between scientists, who are trying
to explain that new technology is
not hazardous, and the public, who
believe the new technology is harmful, said Jennings.
Other films to be shown include
"Code Gray: Kthical Dilemmas in
Nursing." "Being Obese." "Sexual
Assault:
Emergency
Room
Procedure." and "AIDS."
Jennings said the film on sexual
assault is specially directed to
nursing and law enforcement
majors for it concerns what goes on
in an emergency room alter a victim
has been assaulted.
The "AIDS" movie deals with not
only the educating of hospital staff
to properly treat a patient, but also
to help the staff with the possible
negative reactions they might have
toward the patients.

The first film in the series, "I
Don't Have to Hide" shown on Jan.
25, gave a look at those women with
anorexia nervosa and bulemia.
There were 22 people in
attendance at that film, according
to Jennings.
"Abortion Clinic" shown on Feb.
8. focused not only on a clinic which
performed more than 3.000
abortions in one year, but also
focused on Dr. George Isajiw, a
Right-to-Life activist, who offers an
alternative to abortions for women.
This film received a national
Emmy Award and a Red Ribbon at
the American Film Festival.
The series is open to all faculty
and students free of charge from
noon to 1 p.m. in Rowlett 301.
Dates for the remaining films are:
^"Significant Hazards?" Feb. 22
^ Code Gray: Ethical Dilemmas in
Nursing." March 8
^ "Being Obese." March 22
*■ Sexual Assault: Emergency Room
Procedures." April 12
.'"AIDS," April 26.

EXPftSSS CARD623-4567
EKU Special Rates
Good Tues. and Wed. Only

THIB SPACE
COULD BE
WORKING
FOR YOU

$2 off Wet Cut Reg.$l0.50
$3 Off Cut and Style Reg. $16.50
$5 to $10 Off Perms
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a
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The university's Board of
Regents are scheduled to meet 9:30
a.m. this Saturday. Feb. 16.
This meeting, in the Regents
room of the Coates Administration
Building, will be the first for university President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk.

Tina Arrington
Donna Avery
Shawn Bowman
Vicki Bowman
Lisa Cahill
Tracy Carter
Ronda Cox
Kimber Easterly
Ruby Ebling '
Stacy Gable
Dandy Hopkins
Missy LeRoy
Carmen McElwain
Amy Mersch
Tracy Vineyard

(

llou Dm qjoui

623-0340

• ^COCA-COLA

Food Mart *+
'hon.lJJ 041.
?•* South S,(V„4$.,MI

Regents to meet

Welcome
Baby Angels

"W* ^ust Jlovc aRomana
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is an old person's disease. But this
is not true: cancer of the cervix is a
young person's disease. It occurs in
females in their teens. '20s, and '30s.
Pap smears are the means of
diagnosing this cancer. Thus trirls
who have had venereal warts should
be extra sure to have at least yearly
Pap smears done.
So much for warts. Next week on
to another 'disease' and perhaps by
spring break, and Florida time, all
will be wise enough to know what to
look
out
for.

Round Trip Transportation To Daytona Beach
Via Motor Coach
Seven Nights Accomodations At The Hawaiian Inn
For More Information Or To Sign Up Call
Call Donna at 3293
Time Is Very Short So Hurry!

No- To Bus Sum

m
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SPEND SPRING BREAK
IN THE
SUN, SAND, & SURF
AT DAYTONA BEACH
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Everyone thinks
so what.
what - ranrpt
cancer

venereal diseases, especially since
they are so plentiful today: in fact,
in epidemic proportions, per news
week. Let's start with some of the
less talked about ones, since
everyone by now is probably an
authority on herpes and sick to
death of it.
Venereal warts are an interesting
venereal disease. They cause no pain
nor discomfort but suddenly appear
as a bunch oi little bumps on tne
genitalia-on either males or females.
Their owner usually desires their
riddance because they are 'ugly',
but otherwise they amount to little.
■ But because they cause so few
problems, relatively little research
has been done on them. Thus we
know warts are caused by a virus,
which probably gains entrance
through even a tiny break in the
perineal skin.
Hearing this, the big fear becomes
that a person can autoinoculate
himself, meaning he spreads warts

Happy Valentines
VJU/KXI.
RORIST -SSiRi

iiav.ng cruioren n

on his hands to warts on nis
eenitalia. But this is almost never
true. Warts are a venereal disease the virus is passed through close
sexual contact.
Unfortunately, we know little
about warts: like how long the virus
incubates -- or sits around -- before
the bumps come out: if one can
transmit the virus when they have
no bumps, etc.
Warts are treated in a relatively
benign (harmless) way. Weekly a
brown liquid called podophyllin is
dabbed on them. This is true for
both males and females. The
treatment for some works in just
one application, while others require
repeated treatments.
When
even
these
aren't
successful, the 'little fellows' are
frozen off. No matter which
treatment is initiated, warts can
recur an unlimited number of times.
The signifigance of venereal warts
is not that they are present and
ug\\. but that thev increase tb*

now seem the last thing a soul
wants. 10 years down the road it
could welj_be p different story. Thus
n Ihmui
■""^p*i-t—r
. >..

By Suzanne Staley
Staff writer
The College of Allied Health and
Nursing (CAHNI is presenting
seven films concerning present
issues in the medical field.
According to I.ally Jennings,
acting director of the independent
study lab of the CAHN. the faculty
development series is being
sponsored by David Gale, dean of
the college, and is also open to
students, particularly nursing
students.
Each film is directed to one
medical issue aa with the film on
Feb. 22.

Lisa Geyer, Telford hall, reported all
four hubcaps had been taken from her
car while parked in Telford Lot Mo value'
was given.

P
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Sue SneII. Telford HaU. reported all
Progress staff report
four hubcaps had been taken from her
In case anyone forgot all about
car while parked in Telford Lot. The hub- Valentines Day, many campus
caps were valued at $75.
organizations may be able to help
Barry WhHehead, O'Donnell HaU. with last minute gift ideas.
Today, Clay hall will deliver Crush
reported his toolbox and tools, a hybrolic
jack, motor oil. antifreeze and a soft drinks to any hall where the obdistributor cap had been taken from his ject of student's affections may live.
car in Alumni Coliseum lot. They were
In Combs Hall, students are invalued at $240.
vited to reach out and touch someone with a heart-a-gram for only
Lori Bruce. Case Hall, reported the 5 cents, kisses included.
smell of smoke in Room 114 Case HaU.
Burnam Hall Council is offering
The fire department responded and
found a light had come out of the waif nisses which will be delivered today
and sparks were coming from the wiring. called send-a-kiss.

MOTOR f&£M

With Valentine's Day here,
closeness will not he far behind. And
then comes spring break and we'll
be in even worse trouble: for with
indiscriminate closeness V.D. is
next In line.
After telling someone thev have
V.D. - venereal disease - we then
hear, "but how did I get it?" This
question has really already been
answered, for 'venereal' means
passed through intercourse,
through sex.
Venereal disease is not just one
disease, but any disease that is
transmitted through sexual
relations. Thus there are various
infections.
with
different
presentations and means for
identifying each.
So wanting a blood test to check
for V.D.. unless the person is
specifically concerned about
syphilis, usually shows the inquirer
doesn't know too much about V.D.
- maybe a good bit about how to get
it. but not much about the disease
itself.
Instead the symptoms, or
complaints, of each episode dictate
what needs to be done.
The significance of these venereal
diseases is not that they are lifethreatening nor even that the bearer
is particularly sick. But they can
drastically alter future child-bearing

$119

Ow/Cullom*.! A/»J 1

Congratulations New Initiates
0(11 SPICIAt

/ lOIINO »
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PIZZA
MAM SANDWICH -<„».

POTATO CMfW ■ i w hw

S. $139

ECKRICH TURKEY

Christine Grau
Michele Grau
Kathi IMeuth
IVTichelle Newman
Catherine Rao

Tammy Stacy
Kimberly Stinson
Kimberly Trimble
Leigh Wilson
Mary-Anne Witten
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Work study
provides jobs
for students
By Lisa Frost
Editor
During Financial Aid Awareness
Week at the university the student
employment division of the Office of
Financial Aid said they would like
students to know they are proud to
serve them.
Currently there are 1,344
students using the work/study and
institutional work programs.
The College Work Study program
provides part time jobs to students
who have a financial need as
determined by the Financial Aid
Form (FAF) need analysis.
According do the program's
coordinator, Joy Stone, there are a
variety of jobs available including:
resident assistant, food service,
clerical, intramural assistant, farm
worker, lab assistant and tutorial
work.
Students must apply for work
study by filling out the FAF form.
They don't have to be full-time
students, but they must show a
financial need.
"Full-time students are given
priority, but sometimes we. have a
student come in who needs to drop
some class which will put him below
full-time level They won't lose their
work/study." said Susan Luhman.
coordinator of grants and
communications.
According to Stone, the amount
of a student's work study award is
lised on financial need and the
tunds available,. This could have a
student working anywhere from five
to 20 hours a week during a regular

80 percent federal
ds with
matching universft;
rids of 20
percent. This year it received
$890,180.
Similar to the work/study
program is the institutional work
program.
In this program, the university
hires student workers with
institutional funds.
Again, institutional jobs are
available in a number of different
areas and the work schedule is built
around the class schedule.
According to Stone, students
must be enrolled full time and have
at least a 2.0. grade point: average.
Depending on need and available
funds, students may work five to 15
hours a week.
Pay is divided into two areas.
Undergradute institutional workers
receive S2.65 an hour and graduate
intitutional workers receive S3.30 an
hour.

Hospital visit
gives real view

This program is totally funded by
the university and this year it
received $363,100.
Stone said her office trie* to
distribute the money over both
semesters, intorsession and the
summer session.
"The number of students we are
able to hire depends on the amount
of money we get." said Stone.
Last year the work/study
program
was
allotted
approximately $20,000 extra federal
money; however, it did not receive
it this year.
"We were surprised we got it, but
at least we got to hire several more
students." said Luhman.
Stone said the students who want
to be placed in a job come through
her office.
She evaluates the students
talents and skills and reviews the
needs of the area where the student
may be placed before assigning a
position.
"A student may need clerical retyping skills for a certain job," she
said. "Or someone like the the
Division of Radio and Television
may use majors in that area.
"This way they gain practical
experience and a good work
experience reference. Plus, if it's
possible, I'd rather have them there
and have them happy."
Stone said she likes to place
students as close to their field as
possible; however, she said it wasn't
always possible.
"When it gets down to only a few
'-■>* inho vou can't always be
intuition about what slot or office a
student would fit into," said
Luhman.
Stone said there is good reaction
from the university about the
student workers programs.
"They like it really well. The help
is appreciated. And if they have a
vacancy they call us to see if we can
fill it."
She also said students seem to
enjoy working.
"We have some students who
work the same work study job all
through school," she said. "We have
had one in our office since she was
a freshman. We can't hardly do
without her."
Luhman said one female student
had too much financial aid money to
qualify for work/study.
"She gave up a $500 scholarship
in order to be eligible to keep ber
work/study job. She enjoyed it that
much."

-:

Money smart
Financial Aid Awareness Week which has been run-img all week provided
information about the types of money available to college students Markus
Niebanck. top. Carol Becker and Cindy Smith e> imined the information in
the Powell Building eanler this week.

Social service seminar set
People seeking jobs in the social cies and government.
service area will have the opportuniA seminar on interviewing
ty to take advantage of a seminar techniques will be held 3:30 p.m.
offered this month by the Career Feb. 19 and again Feb. 20 in room
Development and Placement Office. 108 of the John Grant Crabbe
Social Service jobs are usually Library.
defined nostions with non-profit

; £*: risr: .

I had a very strange weekend.
I stayed at Norton Hospital in
I»uisville. where my husband has
been a patient for over a week now.
They were very nice. I explained
I had gotten snowbound the
weekend before when he had just
gotten sick and I hadn't seen him in
two weeks and they found me a cot
and let me stay in his room.
I 've been in hospitals before and
I've visited people in them before,
but I've never stayed in a hospital
with someone else while they were
sick.
Three patients out of 10 on his
ward had relatives staying with
them also.
The first thing I noticed is how
much people want to talk about
their relative's illnesses.
Not just bare facts about them,
they want to talk about all the gory
details.
First there was the lady whose
husband had just had open-heart
surgery.
She said he was already blind and
a diabetic. He was staying in intensive care, so she couldn't stay in his
room. She said she didn't have a
telephone at home, so she stayed in
the waiting rooms all night in case
anything happened to him.
There was a lady next door whose
mother was at Norton Hospital and
whose father was at Jewish
Hospital across the street.
She said doctors thought her
mother was getting better when
they found cancer in her spine. Soon
after this, her father collapsed with
a heart attack.
I met another man whose sisterin-law had been killed in a car acci—» f*" '

My turn

Teresa Hill

I guess they .ill just needed no
meone to talk to
I know l'v« done nothing but i.ilk
about Bob's problem ever *iltce I
found out how serious it could hin r
become.
It was so frustrating lo be there
and not be able to do anything to
help him. knowing if anything wen)
wrong, all I could do was sil hack
and watch.
He spent mosi of his time sleeping, so I wandered around ihe
hospital.
The emergency room was on the
bottom floor, along with surgen
and intensive care.
I was wandering around down
there when I stumbled in upon a
family talking lo an old man In-fore
he went into surgery.
His whole family was there, including his brothel's and sisters, his
children and his grandchildren.
It must have been a very serious
operation because they didn't seem
to know whether to wish him good
luck or to say goodbye.
I feel like I just stepped into
another world lor I he weekend. It
made campus seem like a very
sheltered, out-oflouch place. It
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Collins
asks for

Program working at UK, Western

Book exchange studied
tree to students.
"We finance the program by
selling ad space in the flyer to local
businesses," said Cain.
Cain said he learned of the book
exchange idea at a student
government convention at Texas
A&M three years ago.
According to Cain. UK's book
exchange program has gotten
neither positive nor negative
feedback
from
Lexington
bookstores.
"We had a good response from
students and from the student
newspaper," he added.
The book exchange program at
Western Kentucky University was
modeled after UK's and began last
semester.
Like at UK, Western students fill
out registration cards which are
later compiled into a list of books to
be sold.
Unlike UK, however, Western
students do not list the price they
are asking for their books.
"They set their own prices and try »
to haggle prices down when they
call the person selling the book,"
said John Holland, public relations
vice president of Western's
Associated Student Government.
According to Holland, Western
started its book exchange in order
to compete with high prices at their
bookstore.
"We only have one bookstore,"
said Holland.
"We were tired of paying high
prices and only getting 50 percent
back when we sold our books." he
said.

By Terri Martin
Staff writer
Book exchange programs at
universities across the nation
provide students with an organized
way to sell their textbooks directly
to other students, cutting out the
middleman.
The Student Association is
currently researching the book
exchange programs of other state
universities to determine if such a
program is needed at the university.
According to Robert Randall, the
chairman of the Student Senate's
Committee on Committees,
researchers are studying the book
exchange programs of the
University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville and
Western Kentucky University.
''We've had a book exchange for
two years." said John Cain, vice
president of UK's Student
Government Association.
According to Cain, registration
forms for the UK book exchange are
placed at various buildings on
campus.
"Students fill in the title (of the
book they wish to sell), the edition,
the class it's used in, their name,
phone number and the price they
want for the book," said Cain.
The information from these
registration cards is compiled and
printed as a flyer which is
distributed on campus.
Then students have the choice of
buying books directly from other
students or from the bookstore.
According to Cain, this service is

According to Holland, the
Western campus bookstore reacted
unfavorably to the book exchange
because advertisements for the
exchange directly compared book
exchange prices to those of the
bookstore.
After trying the book exchange
program, Western's student
senators polled 200 of the program's
400 participants to determine its
success.
In the results, 93 percent of the
polled students said they were
satisfied with the book exchange
and 97 percent said they would use
the service again.
Ninety-five percent of the polled
students said they made more
money than if they had bought and
sold their books at the bookstore.
According to Randall, the
university's book exchange, if
established, will operate much like
UK's.
Rodger Meade. the director of the
campus bookstore, said he thinks
the majority of students would
continue buying their books from
the bookstore if the book exchange
is established.
He added, however, that he thinks
the book exchange is a good idea.
"It's a good thing because
students sometimes have a hard
time finding a student who has the
book they need," he said.
According to Randall, the earliest
the university's book exchange
could begin is spring of 1986. due to
legislative processes which must be
followed in the Student Senate
concerning the program.

University sliahtlv overstaffed

Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne
Collins has jolnerl in calling for a
ronnressional inquiry into the
Army's proposal to construct »
nerve gas incinerator at the.
Bluegrass Army Depot.
The Army wants to build the
incinerator to destroy 70,000 obsolete rockets stored at the depot.
Last Wednesday Collins met a
group of approximately 10 members
of the Concerned Citizens of
Madison County before making her
announcement.
Republican Rep. Larry Hopkins,
had called for a congressional inquiry last spring.
In a letter to Collins released to
the news media, Hopkins said the
request "indicated an unawareness
of the status of the inquiry already
under way by the House Armed
Services
Subcommittee
on
Investigation*."'* __
Hopkins said the subcommittee
would hold a hearing in Madison
County, probably within 45 days'
Up, up and away
after the release of an environmenTddd Taylor, a junior health care administration major from Louisville, goes tal Impact statement due in midfor a basket in intramural basketball play. Taylor* plays for the TKE team.
summer.
They were playing the ROTC team in Weaver Gymnasium earlier this week.
According to the Lexington
The TKE mdependant team has a perfect wmless record.
Herald'Ltoder Cabinet Secretary
Larry Hayes said the governor
would ask that the inquiry "look at'
the whole situation with the
rackets... the full gamut"
It"..^" civ! tWo Jhrtiilw .."",.'«.'-»
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oiuuciii/iduuiiy ratios creai
By Tereaa Hill
News editor

A study of faculty/student ratios
released in January, one indicator
the university has 6 percent too
many faculty members, has caused
some confusion on campus, according to Jim Clark, director of planning and budgeting.
The study was conducted by the
university to see how the unversity
compares with ratios used by the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education to determine funding recommendations they present to the
governor.
Clark said the main cause of confusion is over what the ratios
represent.
"These are not actual heads (people). They are calculations," Clark
said.
The study compares full-time
equivalent faculty (FTE faculty) to
full-time equivalent students (FTS
students), not actual enrollment

Next Time
You Have
A Message
Try The
EASTERN
PROGRESS'
Classified
Or Display
Advertising
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figures to actual number of
instructors.
The final figures show the unviyersity has 643 FTE faculty when
the ratios used by the Council on
Higher Education show we should
have 603, a difference of 6 percent.
The ratios suggest how many
faculty members are needed to effectively teach a certain number of
students in a given subject.
These ratios vary from subject to
subject and between upper, lower
and graduate level classes, showing
the need for lower and lower student/teacher ratios in more higher
division courses.
*
For instance, in Liberal Arts, one
FTE faculty member teaches four
three hour classes with 30 students
in each class each semester.
The ratios includes all on campus
and off-campus instructors, parttime teachers and graduate
assistants.
Although the figures are not

calculated for individual teachers,
the process would combine and rearrange individual teaching loads to
bring them to equal so many FTE
faculty to make the comparison
valid.
FTE students are used to to
calculate enrollment. One FTE
students is enrolled in 16 credit
hours of classes per semester. And
so for each 16 credit hours produced from one class, a department is
said to have one FTE student.
So a liberal arts class taught for
three hours credit with 30 enrolled
would mean 90 credit hours (number
of credit hours class is offered for
multiplied by number of students
enrolled).
This same class would represent
five FTE students for the department (credit hours produced divided by 16).
The study, which was based on
1984 Fall Semester figures, showed
five colleges in the university with

more FTE faculty than the ratiors
used by the Council on Higher
Education, two colleges with the
same ratios and two collegs with
fewer FTE faculty.
In the College of Education, the
university had 17 more FTE faulty
than recommended by the Council
on Higher Education, the College of
Arts and Humanities had 15 more
and the College of Health. Physical
Education,
Recreation
and
Athletics had 10 more.
The College of Law Enforcement
had two more FTE faculty than
recommended and the College of
Applied Arts and Technology had
one more.
Both the College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences and the College
of Business had the exact FTE
faculty recommended.
The College of Allied Health and
Nursing had one less and the College of Natural and Matheatical
Sciences had five less.

Clark said the figures are only one
factor to consider in determining
wheither or not the university has
too many faculty members.
He said there were places where
the ratios indicated the university
was over and under on staff, but
there were also probalby places
where the formula had different
strengths and weaknesses.
He said having 6 percent more
FTE faculty than recommended
came about over the last few years
when enrollment totals naven i
changed that much but students interest in certain areas has changed.
"A student can change his major
rather quickly but we can't adjust
the faculty situation that quickly."
he said.
Clark said the number was a
"very managable one."
"It can be dealt with over a period
through attrition." he said.

Members of the local concerned
citizens organization said they were
happy With Collins' move.
"We are very glad to have the
governor's, support. She has sent
aides to meet with us, and now she
has given her time to us," said Bill
Rice, spokesman of the committee,
to
.the
Herald-Leader
No money has been earmarked in
President Reagan s budget proposal
to build an incinerator at the depot,
but funds have been requested.
The Army is asking for till
million to begin getting rid of the
aging stockpile of chemical
weapons. Of Phis, the Army wants
$7 million for research on the gas
and rocket* currently in storage.
The Army hasn't made a decision
on how R wants to destroy the
rockets. But they are considering
several options.
There is a study going to determine if the rockets can be moved to
Tooele, Utah for disposal and the
possiblity of permanent storage is
also bsjpja-TUDfi!■>■—1

SLIPPED DISC RECORDS

Warehouse Sales O

Bluegrass Village
624-1859

HEY E.K.U.
Check It Out!!!

Paper Products Vt Price, Candles, V2 price
Valentines & Greeting Cards $.25
20% Off All Brass Items
Individual Silverware 3 for $1
Individual Glassware at Discount Prices
Streamers, Balloons. & Party Hats Vt price

NEW RELEASES

Open 9a.m. to 5p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
135 W. Irvine (Behind Courthouse)
*No I.D. Required
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'No coupons to cut out

You buy em at $6.99 Everyday!

Summer Jobs
$2,000-Up For Summer

IT'S MORE THAN
JUST A CONCERT!
ADMISSION

Midwest Corporation Has Summer Job Openings
In The Following Counties: ./*"'
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Openings Also Available In Illinois, Indiana. Missouri. & Tenne*ee.

Interviewing One Day Only THURSDAY FEBRUARY 14, 198*5
Gordon A. Sowers

ETERNITY EXPRESS

Telephone

Pastor

Apply In Person At Jaggars Room - Powell BuNdlng - E.KAJ.
Interviews Will Be Conducted At 10:00. 11:00. 12:00. I 00. 2:00. 300. 4:00. & 5:00.
______ Interviews Will Last 30 To 40 Minutes.

(606) 623-4639
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